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(see the Market Report, p5)
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The tollowing members have contributed at least
$5.00 for this membership year and are recognized as
contributing members:
N. Goeggel
K. Adams
T. Myers

Mr. Suita collects Colombia, codes 02-05 and I 0-11.
Ms. Johnson is a dealer in Colombia doing business as

C & S Collectibles. Mr. Rushton collects Panama codes
54, 56, 59 and 67. Mr. Wynns collects Panama, codes

E. Arosemena
J. Backo

54-56.

Lawson Entwistle, a charter member, has submitted
his resignation. Lawson is now past 90 and he writes
that he has sold all of his collections except a small
collection of the Chile-Peru War. He was the editor of
the Handbook of Canal Zone Postal Markings and coauthor of the series on early Panama postal markings
which was published in this journal. His drawings will
be part of our Handbook of Panama Postal Markings
which will he published next year. Although he did not
collect Colombia he was always willing to help me by
doing drawings of Colombia postal markings as well.
His services will be missed..
1
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Stamps of 1921-1923". James Johnson has an article
on "SCADTA Informative and Publicity Cachets"
This article shows some additional cachets not included
in Eric Harris's article which was published in
COPACARTA some time ago.
The Canal Zone Study Group has celebrated its
501h Anniversary. The second quarter issue of its
newsletter was a special issue for the anniversary. It
included an article by our member David Zcmer on
"The ABNCo Archive Production File of the Map
Stamp Printed in 1908" This is the Panama 1/2
centesimos stamp in rose. The issue also had an article
by Capt. Julius Grigore Jr. which may be of interest to
Panama collectors. It is entitled "Philatelists on the
Zone" and describes a September 1931 dinner meeting
of philatelists from both the Atlantic and Pacific sides
of the Canal Zone. The attendees includes a number of
individuals from Panama. Grigore gives short
biographies of a some of the dealers and collectors in
attendance. Copies may be ordered from Richard F.
Murphy, 501 Rosebud Lane, Greer SC 29650.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 18

The first part of your editor's article on "Panama
Registered Mail to 1950" was published in the JanuaryFebruary 2002 issue of The Collector's Club
Philatelist." Three additional installments will follow.
Puhlication of this journal is behind schedule, because of
the illness of the editor.
Alvaro Barriga has donated a copy of Colombia
2003, the 22d Edition of his Catalog for our library. The
catalog is a paperback volume which lists just the stamps
of Colombia, not the states. It has short descriptions of
the stamps and is priced in Colombian pesos. An
introduction states the exchange rate at time of
publication was 2150 pesos to the dollar, but the current
rate is now 2750 pesos to the dollar. The lowest values
shown are 200 pesos ( just over $.07). Copies may be
ordered from Alvaro by email to
alvaroharrigravahoo.com or by mail at Apartado
251505, Bogota Colombia.
Issue No. 12 of COLUMPHI I. has been published by
Dieter Bortfeldt. Contents include two articles by Dieter
"Identification of Forgeries by Computer" in Spanish and
in English and "SCADTA Handstamped "R" Registration

FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK
dealers with booths. I apologize if I overlooked
someone. The only disappointing aspect of the show
was the dearth of Colombia and Panama material in
exhibits. The only exhibit was Charles Mcroni's
Panama Registered Mail 1881- I 906 and was awarded
a vermeil; this is the same exhibit shown in Boxhoro
Massachusetts in May and described by Jim Cross in
the June COPACARTA.
In my June column. I asked for members to email
their addresses to me at rhreuerl@nycap.rr.com so an
email notification list can be assembled. From the
response. I know I have not heard from many members
with email. Please do so as soon as possible. We will
shortly have our first presence on the Internet - the
Virtual Stamp Club has offered us a page on their web
site. This is a first step, as the development of a web
site will take some time. So far, nobody responded that
they arc willing to help in this effort. I f you are willing.
please contact me.

Talk about a remarkable achievement and welldeserved recognition! Congratulations to Bob Mitchell
and Bob D'Elia for the gold medal awarded to the
Bibliography of Colombia and Panama at the annual
APS Stampshow last month in Atlantic City. Gold in
literature is rarely given and to achieve this for a
bibliography is truly special. Even a casual review of
the contents will reveal heretofore-unknown references.
Copies of a significant number of the listings (identified
in the book) are available from our dedicated librarian,
Bob D'Elia. Also. copies of references not in our
library would be very much appreciated. You can
contact Bob by email at bobdelia(ii)net •iz.net . Work
has already begun to identify new references for a
planned supplement. If you are aware of items that
should be included, please send information to Bob.
I attended Stampshow for two days and was
pleased to see a number of COPAPI IIL members there,
including Don Avery, David Leeds, Charles Meroni Jr.,
Bill Welch, Giana Wayman, Ray Amecn, Bob
Markovits and Brian Moorhouse, the latter three

Debby Friedman
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THE TREASURER'S REPORT
INCOME STATEMENT FY 2001-2002
INCOME
Dues
Contributions
Mail Sales Commissions
Publications Saks
Library Fees
Investment Income
TOTAL INCOME
EXPENSE
Printing
Postage
Supplies
Library Expense
Computer Expense
Mail Sales Expense
TOTAL EXPENSE
NET INCOME

BALANCE SHEET AS OF 30 JUNE 2002
ASSETS
Cash in Bank
Petty Cash
Library Cash Account
Accounts Receivable
Investments
TOTAL ASSETS

1248.00
584.80
367.49
55.00
686.45
479.37
3,421.11

LIABILITY
Prepaid Dues
1,253.35
711.97
38.72
420.75
200.00
77.57
2702.36

RESERVES
Balance as of I July 2001
Net Income FY 2001-2002
Balance as of 30 June 2002

1,017.99
40.51
463.41
164.50
11 113,80
12,800.21

598.85

11.482.61
718.75
12,201.36

TOTAL LIABILITY & RESERVES 12,800.21

718.75

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1. Library Fees includes sales of fourteen copies of the Colombia/Panama Bibliography
2. Contributions includes an adjustment transferring pre-paid dues of deceased members and members
who moved leaving no forwarding address (this covers several past years)
3. Library Expense includes postage for mailing the copies of the bibliography.
4. $250.00 has been transferred from the Library Cash Account to the General Fund after the close of the fiscal
year.
5. Accounts receivable are dues collected by our overseas representatives and not yet submitted to the Treasurer.
6. Bank interest rates in the United States are the lowest in many years which means that our Investments in bank
certificates of deposit will yield less investment income in the next fiscal year.

SALES MANAGER'S REPORT
The catalog of mail bid sale is enclosed with this
issue. It includes 123 Colombia lots, 29 Panama lots
and two others. It is especially strong in Colombia state
issues and first issue Panama multiples.
Also for the first time we have three lots of British
stamps cancelled at the consulates in Panama and an
interesting incoming cover to Colombia of significance
to the history of Colombian railroads.
New members who are bidding for the first time

should note the bidding increments on the first page of
the sale catalog. Bids which are not at the proper
increment will he reduced to the highest legal bid.
In the case of tie bids the hid submitted earliest will
win the lot. Submission date will he the postmark on a
mail bid or the dispatch time on e-mail.
Photocopies of lots which are not illustrated in the
catalog may be requested from the Sales Manager.
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THE MARKET REPORT
a cover front to Paris with the same stamp tied by
BOGOTA FRANCA did not sell for the reserve of 820
Euros.
I have seldom published prices realized at Heinrich
Kohler sales, because I do not get the catalog and no
one has reported results. However, I noticed that their
ad in the American Philatelist pictured a cover sold in
their 304th Sale in May 1999 for DM46,000 plus
buyer's premium. It is an 1859 Colombia first issue
cover to Hamburg. The franking included three 20
centavos stamps, a 10 centavos stamp and a five
centavos stamp. 1 would like to illustrate it, but the
envelope is dark colored and I cannot get a usable
photocopy from the ad.. This is certainly one of the
gems of Colombian philately.
There continues to be a lot of activity on eBay with
as many as 50 new listings daily from each of our
countries (many Colombia listings are misspelled
Columbia). One thing that is very noticeable is that
quality stamps are being offered at very low fractions
of Scott catalog prices. 1 believe this is an indication
that catalog prices no longer reflect the market. For the
past twenty years the number of new collectors has not
kept up with the number that have died or given up
collecting and many of the new collectors are
specialized. As a result I believe that all but the extreme
rarities are probably overvalued in the Scott catalog. I
recently disposed of the business stock of Filatelia
Panamericana. It sold for about 10% of its estimated
catalog value, even though a substantial portion was
better sets and singles cataloging $5.00 and up. The
price realized was considerably less than its book value
(cost).
e-Bay continues to be a potential source of
bargains for purchasers of postal history as covers
showing scarce uses are offered by uninformed owners.
For example: a Panama domestic registered cover with
a single 12c arms stamp paying the combined postage
and registration fee (the first I 2c arms cover without
(11 her stamps recorded) was offered for a starting bid of
$3.00 and a c1903 cover from Zambrano (the first
showing a circular date stamp - one slightly earlier
cover is known with manuscript markings) was listed
with a starting bid of $2.50.

When I prepared the market report of the 4 Nov
1999 AFINSA sale, I noted that a number of lots were
listed at the reserve price and speculated that since the
collection had been purchased outright by AFINSA, it
was possible that those lots were not really sold.
This was confirmed in the 10 Jul 2002 AFINSA
mail bid sale, in which a number of unsold items from
the 1999 sale were offered with lowered reserve prices.
Since the 1999 sale had a large number of classic
postal history lots, space did not permit listing all of
them at the time. One lot that I didn't mention is the
item pictured on the front cover. It had a reserve of
$1200 in the 1999 sale and was reported as sold for
that price. It is a choice item, because of the illustrious
addressee, but more importantly because it is the
earliest recorded cover to Panama on which the
collection of postage due is shown by use of a
Colombian stamp. It was offered as lot 3378 with a
reserve of 170 Euros and sold for 370 plus 18%
buyer's premium. One reason it didn't sell for more
was probably that it was listed under the U.S., rather
than Colombia or Panama and there was no crossreference index in the catalog.
Other relisted lots included (realizations without
18% buyer premiums):
Lot 3208. A quadrisected 20c stamp of the Panama
State issue on a cover front sent from Panama to Pozos
de Calobre sold for 920 Euros.
Lot 3214. A cover to France mailed during the 1885
stampless period sold for 430 Euros.
Lot 3215. An 1895 local letter mailed in Colon with a
bisected 5 centavos stamp paying the 2 centavos local
letter rate sold for 350 Euros.
Lot 3216 An 1895 registered cover from Colon to
France franked with an 1892 10 centavos stamp, a
Colombian 10c registrations stamp (F11 or F12) and
bearing a N.Y. exchange label sold for 550 Euros.
Lot 3217 An 1897 cover similar to lot 3216 from
Panama to San Francisco sold for 470 Euros.
(This is one of the few sales of registered covers not
part of the Helene collection and gives an indication of
the current market value of such covers).
From Colombia Lot 2280, a cover to Medellin with
the 1864 Ifle (Scott 31) tied by CARTAGO FRANCA
did not sell for the reserve of 1765 Euros and Lot 228!
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DOCUMENTATION OF MEDELLIN PROVISIONAL RED CROSS STAMP
State in Washington. It bears Ingram's handwritten
note "ack'd June 9 1933".
The letter begins: "My Dear Mr. Ingram." I am
enclosing herewith a stamp which ought to acquire a
very great value. Consequent to a Presedential Decree
the Postmaster of A nt ioqu ia was ordered to require that
during this current week every letter addressed to an
inland destination should bear, besides its regular
postage a 5 centavo (sic!) Red Cross stamp. The local
chapter of the Red Cross did not happen to have any
stamp, so ordinary "Dennison" labels were used with
the surcharge that you will see on the stamp."
It would he interesting to determine lithe contents of
the letter were ever printed in The American Foreign
Service Journal. Covers bearing this stamp seem to he
quite scarce, but I have yet to see any indication that
they have acquired the great value predicted in the
letter.

EDITOR'S NOTE: I have had this item in my "to be
published folder" for some time and it seems to have
become separated from the letter that submitted it. My
thanks to the contributor and apologies that I cannot
identify you.
The cover shown below has the provisional red
cross stamp which was printed on a gummed label. The
printing is quite light and may not show when the
newsletter is printed. It reads
CRUZ ROJA
SELLO ADICIONAL
Medellin
1933
It is the label illustrated as Figure 4 in Alan Anyon's
article on the provisional Red Cross labels which
appeared in the June 1999 COPACARTA
The letter was sent from the American Vice Consul
in Medellin to Augustus E. Ingram, Editor of The
American Foreign Service Journal at the Department of

AMERICAN CONSULAR SERVICE
AMERICAN VICE CONSULATE

MED ELIA. COLOMBIA.
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COLOMBIA: THE 1902-1903 BOGOTA ISSUES
by Jim Cross
this as a variety). All copies of the stamp shipped to
Panama were on this paper. The five centavos stamp in
gem is also found on huff paper. a variety not listed in
any major catalog.
Sometime later a second printing was made of the
four, five, twenty and fifty centavos postage stamps
and the registration stamp. All of these were printed in
blue on bluish paper. It is likely that it was at this time
that the acknowledgment of receipt stamp was also
printed in blue on bluish paper. However, because the
original stamp was also printed in blue, Scott considers
the first printing as a variety, not a separate stamp.
Color photographs of the stamps of this issue are
shown on the color page. Most of them appear to be
readily available mint and it appears that large
quantities were shipped to dealers who took advantage
of the devalued Colombian currency to purchase them
at very reasonable prices in foreign currency. The six
lower denomination stamps as well as the
acknowledgment of receipt and late fee stamps were
issued in sheets of 100. The five and ten pesos stamps
and the registration stamps were issued in sheets of 50.
The exhibit of Norbert Bork includes full sheets of
five of the stamps: the 2c on rose, the 4c red on
greenish, the 5c green on greenish, the lOc on rose and
two sheets of the 20c blue on bluish, one with single
lines between the stamps and one with double lines,
indicating two lithographic stones were used.. He also
has a mint block of fifteen of the I peso.
Some sheets were cancelled, probably in Germany,
with fake Cartagena cancels so they could be sold as
used The counterfeit cancel is a large circular date
stamp often dated 22 Oct 1903, but also found with the
13 th of various months in 1902 and 1903.
Curiously, given its low catalog value, the 20
centavos stamp in blue on bluish was counterfeited by
Du moutei I.

By the spring of 1902 the stock of Colombian
stamps in Bogota was almost used up. The authorities
decided to have a new issue printed by the Litografia
Nacional. the government printing office. All stamps of
the new series showed the Colombian coat of arms,
although the individual stamps were of different sizes
and designs. The quality of the designs was not as good
as the previous stamps produced by Demetrio Paredes.
Possibly Paredes was a liberal party supporter and the
government would no longer give him a contract.
Due to the increase in postage rates the lower
denominations of the new issue were different from
those of the 1892 issue. The issue included no one
centavo stamp and a four centavos stamp was added to
pay the increased printed matter rate. Initially the
higher values remained unchanged: ten, twenty and fifty
centavos and one, five and ten pesos. Later in 1903
when encomiendas service was resumed, fifty and one
hundred pesos stamps were issueed to pay the postage
on large shipments.
The exact date that the stamps were placed in use is
not known. In addition to my collection. 1 have
photocopies of the collections of members Robert
Willer and Norbert Bork. The earliest cover in the
three collections is dated 19 Sep I902. 1 have a loose
used stamp showing a 3 Aug 1902 date. The five, ten
and twenty centavos stamps were announced in the
American Journal of Philately in August 1902 and in
the London Philatelist in September 1902 with the
other values appearing the following month. The issue
also included a registration stamp, an acknowledgment
of receipt stamp and a retard() (late fee) stamp
reflecting the increased rates for those services as of I
March 1902.
All values were printed on colored paper. The
stamps were initially issued imperforate, but some were
perforated by sewing machine and others were later
machine perforated 12. The sewing machine perforated
stamps have been seen on covers from Bogotà. but it
is not known which other post offices received these
stamps. The 10 centavos was printed on both pink and
rose paper. I was able to get the rose paper variety
listed by Scott some years ago. The evidence suggests
that the initial printing of the Acknowledgment of
Receipt stamp was on greenish blue paper (Scott lists

USES ON COVER 1902-1903
When I began my postal history collection, my first
impression was that these stamps were relatively
common on cover. However, as I have studied the
available covers further, I realize that there are many
uses which are quite scarce.
At first the stamps were used mainly in Bogota. Cali
and Honda. Mail service in much of the rest of the
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recorded.. Covers exist with a pair of ten centavos
stamps paying the single foreign letter rate. That rate
was usually paid by twenty centavos stamps and these
are the only uses of the 1902-1903 stamps that are at
all common on cover. However, the collector should he
alert to 20 centavos covers withorigins other than the
towns listed above. Covers with multiples of the foreign
letter rate exist.
The largest correspondence during the period is
from Antonio Rincon, a Bogota stamp dealer. Rincon
generally used five centavos stamped envelopes of
either the Servicio Postal Ferreo or the Servicio Postal
Fluvial. He uprated the envelopes, many of which were
registered, by adding lower valued stamps, including
stamps from earlier issues. Often he placed some of the
postage on the reverse. Quite a few of these covers arc
found with one or more stamps removed.
Both of the registration stamps are known on covers
Since regular postage stamps were used for registration
in Cartagena and Barranquilla, probably two/thirds of
the registration stamps of the Bogota issue were sent to
Panama. Only the red on blue stamps (Scott F13) were
used in Panama before independence, but a stock of the
blue on bluish stamps (Scott F17) was available and
these were overprinted after independence.
The acknowledgment of receipt stamps are quite
scarce on cover. Again there are probably more uses on
cover from towns in Panama than from towns in the
rest of Colombia. The blue on bluish variety has not yet
been seen on cover.
The late fee stamp is very scarce on cover. I have
one cover from Panama, but thus far I have not seen a
use on cover from elsewhere in Colombia.
750 of the ten centavos stamps in black on pink
were overprinted in Medellin to make provisional
acknowledgment of receipt stamps. The only known
use, on a return receipt, was illustrated in the June
1995 COPACARTA.
Norbert Bork has two large used multiples on piece
from cncomienda shipments, one with thirty copies and
one with twenty-five copies of the ten pesos stamp.
Both were cancelled in Bogota on 27 Jul 1903.
INFLATION USES
Most postage stamps of the issues are also found
used on covers during 1904 and 1905 at the one
hundred to one value in gold. Thus far I have not seen
the two and five centavos stampsor the four centavos
stamps in red on green used in this way. Inflation
franking covers arc found from more towns than 19021903 uses. but some towns seem to have never received
stamps of this issue.

country was suspended because of the civil war and
after the war in some towns there were still stocks of
pre-war stamps. Cartagena had already produced a
regional issue and was to be joined by Barranquilla and
Medellin shortly. There was also the regional issue
produced in Cauca. which seems to have been used
chiefly in the southern part of that department,
especially in Popayan and Pasto. Even though the war
ended in November 1902, the volume of mail from
many of the smaller towns seems not to have increased
very rapidly.
Thus far besides Bogota, Cali and Honda covers
from 19021 903 have been seen from Buga and
Zapatoca. Late in 1902 supplies had reached Medellin,
but were not used there once the Medellin regional issue
was available. Stocks were also sent to Cartagena and
Barranquilla or at least had reached philatelists living
there and they are found on a few pieces of mail from
those towns in 1903.
The two centavos stamp paid the new rate for
domestic printed matter, but thus far 1 have not seen a
cover with that rate. Until the end of 1902 when the
existing stocks of postal cards were surcharged to five
centavos it was necessary to uprate the two centavos
cards by adding postage stamps. However, the 19021903 issue did not include a one centavo stamp so
cards are found with two of the two centavos stamps
overpaying the rate by one centavo.
The four centavos stamp paid the rate fill
newspapers mailed to a foreign country. The four
centavos blue stamp seems to be the scarcer four
centavos stamp on cover. I have not yet seen a cover
showing its use for the newspaper rate. The foreign
printed matter rate for other than newspapers was eight
centavos per fifty grams or fraction thereof. The most
logical franking for this rate was a pair of four
centavos stamps and several such covers have been
recorded.
The five centavos stamp paid the post card rate. At
least nine cards are known mailed from Medellin in
1903 from the same individual. Thus far no cards
originating in other towns have been seen, but some
probably exist, possibly in post card collections. A
domestic cover from Bogota to Medellin has a five
centavos stamp uprating a 5 centavos postal stationery
envelope. It is the only domestic single rate cover with
these stamps that I have seen. Unfortunately, a
registration stamp has been removed from this cover.
The ten centavos stamp would have paid the
domestic letter rate, but no such use has as yet been
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I have a large envelope with a full sheet of the four
centavos stamps in blue on bluish used from Puerto
Santos to pay a fifteen-thirty gram domestic rate of
four centavos gold to Bucaramanga.
A Medellin cover has a strip of ten of the ten
centavos stamps black on pink used with two revenue
stamps to pay the 5 centavos gold foreign letter rate.
A block of ten fifty centavos stamps in green on rose
was used to pay the foreign letter rate of five centavos
gold from Girardot. A pair of the fifty centavos stamps
in blue on rose was used from Pamplona to pay the one
centavo gold printed matter rate on a letter to Cucuta.
The one peso stamp is also known used on a printed
matter rate cover. Pairs of these stamps arc known on
two post cards from Bogota and more probably exist.
Strips of five of the one peso stamps are known paying
the foreign letter rate.
Five pesos stamps are known used on foreign single
rate covers from a number of towns and this is
probably the most common inflation franking with
stamps of this issue.
Ten pesos stamps are known used on foreign double
rate covers from Bogota, Honda and Tunja. Bisects of
the ten pesos stamps were used on foreign single rate
covers from Manizales and Barichara to the United
States. The bisects were not recognized and postage
due was collected.
The following pages contain photocopies of some of
the scarcer covers (from the author's collection unless
indicated):
I. 4c red on greenish on newspaper rate cover from
Cali to New York. Collection of Norbert Bork.
2. 4c red on greenish on newspaper rate cover from
Barranquilla to New York. Forwarding Agent marking
of Alzamora, Palacio & Ca. The only recorded cover
with this forwarding agent marking.
3. Pair of 4c red on greenish used on printed matter
cover from Cali to New York.
4. 5c green on greenish uprating Servicio Postal Ferret)
envelope to pay I Oc domestic letter rate. A registration
stamp removed at upper left. This is the only single
domestic rate cover that I have seen. Collection of
Norhert Bork.
5. Opened out cover showing eight copies of 5c green
on greenish on a registered domestic cover from Bogota
to Honda weighing 45-60 grams. Collection of Norbert
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Bork.
6. Opened out cover showing four copies of Sc green,
two copies of 10c black on pink on a domestic
registered cover from Medellin to Bogota with a 20c
brown paying the registration rate. Only recorded cover
with the oval RECOMENDADOS handstamp.
Collection of Norbert Bork.
7. Registered cover with two copies of 5c green on
greenish and 50c green on rose sent froom Cartagena
to Buenos Aires (triple foreign letter rate). Collection
of Norbert Bork.
8. Cover with pair of 50c green on rose sent from
Bogota to Ellicott City MD (quintuple foreign letter
rate).
9. Cover from Panama to New York with 5c retard°.
The only use of this stamp on cover that I have seen.
I 0. Block of thirty of the 10 pesos stamps from an
encomienda.sent from Bogota. Total postage 300
pesos. Collection of Norbert Bork.
I I . The A/R stamp on greenish paper used on a receipt
for a domestic registered letter sent from Bogota to
Medellin.
12. The A/R stamp on greenish paper used on a
registered letter from Panama to Eldorado CA.
13. Pair of 50c rose on green paying I c gold printed
matter rate on cover from Pamplona to Ckuta.
14. Block of ten of I Oc black on pink used with 1P and
3P revenue stamps to pay the 5c gold foreign letter rate
on letter from Medellin to New York.
15. Irregular block of ten of the 50c green on rose used
to pay the 5c gold foreign letter rate on the reverse of a
letter from Girardot to New York.
16. Strip of five of the 1 peso stamp used to pay the 5c
gold foreign letter rate on a letter from Buenaventura to
Hamburg.
17. 5 pesos stamp used to pay the 5c gold foreign letter
rate on a cover from Bogota to Guatemala.
18. Bisect of 10 pesos stamp paying the 5c gold
foreign letter rate from Manizales to New York.
19. Bisect of 10 pesos stamp used to pay the 5c gold
foreign letter rate on a cover from Barichara to
Cincinnati OH. This is the earliest recorded cover from
Barichara. Collection of Norhert Bork.
20. 10 pesos stamp used to pay the 10c gold double
foreign letter rate on cover from I Ionda to New York.
Collection of Norhert Bork.
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AMERICAN INTERVENTION IN PANAMA DURING THE "1000 DAYS."
liberals seized Colon in a surprise attack. Their arrival
by train was tactically clever, but proved to be
strategically foolish. It resulted in the railroad's
telegraph system being interrupted for the first time
since 1885. (The dates of these events are not given).
The MACHIAS landed 100 marines (This may be an
error in the article as later references speak of the
MARIETTA). Marines aboard the IOWA were put on
full alert. The Colombian gunboat PINZON now
threatened to bombard Colon. Frightened merchants in
the city arranged a meeting between opposing generals
to spare the city from devastation. The meeting was held
under the watchful eyes of Marine sentries aboard
McCrea's MARIETTA with officers from other
warships in the harbor in attendance. By this time the
U.S. navy was no longer alone. Perry and McCrea were
joined by British officers from H.M.S. TRIBUNE and
French officers from the cruiser SUCHET.
(Note that although Admiral Perry was the ranking
American officer, the negotiations were carried out by
Lt. Cmdr McCrea. This may have been due to the fact
that the two officers came from different naval
commands and McCrea's command was charged with
responsibility for Colon).
McCrea next forced negotiations between the two
warring factions to protect the railroad. As a result
government forces regained control of the city and
Liberals began to doubt American neutrality. Across the
isthmus, officials in Panama were angered that Perry
refused to allow their troops use of the railroad. After
Washington supported his stand, Conservatives also
doubted American neutrality.
(Note: these actions occurred BEFORE General
Herrera brought his men from Tumaco to Panama.).
Nearly a year passed without further U.S. intervention.
During that time General I lerrera gained control of all of
the interior of Panama and only Panama and Colon
remained in government hands, largely due to the
presence of U.S. warships in their harbors. Consul
Gudger formally reminded General Herrera that
disrupting railroad traffic meant facing the U.S.
Marines.
At this time the government in Bogota informed the
U.S. that it could no longer guarantee the safety of rail
traffic and requested U.S. intervention. Cmdr McLean
of the cruiser CINCINNATI anchored at Colon in midSeptember 1902 with instructions to act as a mediator.
Unfortunately. he offended Colombian officials by

Editor's Note: I am printing this article because it
provides valuable background to the postal history of
the war and because the details it contains are not
mentioned in other published histories. It is excerpted
from a 1986 article in Soundings, the newsletter of the
Wisconsin Marine Historical Society. The article is not
complete. sometimes omitting locations and dates, but
it provides a basis for further research in naval
archives.
The American consul, Hezekiah A. Gudger alerted
the State Department on 23 Oct 1899 that civil war had
begun. The navy was requested to send a gunboat
which it did. (The name of the ship. dates and whether
it went to Panama or Colon are not given in the article).
The gunboat proved unnecessary, when the liberal
attack on Panama in the summer of 1900 was
unsuccessful. Quiet then prevailed until 7 Aug 1901,
when Gudger cabled that liberal guerrillas were halting
the trains. The following day J. Edward Simmons,
President of the Panama Railroad Company. called on
the U.S. government to send a ship and marines.
The gunboat MACHIAS commanded by Lt. Cmdr
Nathan Sargent sailed for Colon from the Boston Navy
Yard.. Acting Secretary of the Navy Hackett ordered
the battleship WISCONSIN from Puget Sound to San
Francisco to await further orders.
Ten days later border clashes began between
Colombia and Venezuela whose president Cipriano
Castro was aiding the insurgents in Santander. The
German navy announced that its cruiser VINETA was
being ordered from Brazil to the Caribbean. The Navy
Department frowned on foreign naval activity in the
Americas under the Monroe Doctrine. So the cruiser
RANGER was ordered to Colon and the battleship
IOWA to Panama.. (The dates of arrival of these ships
is not known).
By early' November the American Consul was
warning of new movements by the liberal forces. Capt.
Perry of the IOWA reported that Panama was quiet and
Lt Cmdr. Henry McCrea of the gunboat MARIETTA
reported the same for Colon (It is not known when this
ship arrived in Colon and whether it replaced the
MACE-HAS that was there previously).
McCrea also reported that government officials were
desperately short of money and that their soldiers were
unpaid. Rebel leaders had also noted thisand estimated
that it lowered their morale. As government troops were
preparing to launch an offensive from Panama, the
13
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The subsequent events are quite well known.
Admiral Casey eventually arranged for the end of
hostilities. The treaty they signed is known as the
Treaty of Wisconsin. It is presumed that after the
cessation of hostilities, the U.S. ships departed.
During this time period mail from the ships on
station would either have been franked with U.S.
stamps and sent as ship mail or crew members may
have sent mail by Colombian mail.
The covers might not have any markings to indicate
they were sent from ships on station on the isthmus.
Therefore one must look for mail from the ships known
to have been stationed there, plus whatever ships were
sent in 1899 as a result of the initial request by the U.S.
consul. The following ships are mentioned in the article:
Battleships: Wisconsin and Iowa
Cruisers: Cincinnati and Ranger
Gunboats: Mathias and Marietta
No covers from such mail have been seen.

reinstating the ban on the use of the railroad for their
troops or equipment. To placate them he permitted
1000 disarmed troops to cross by rail under Marine
escort.
On 30 September 1902 Admiral Casey arrived in
Panama with the battleship WISCONSIN and assumed
command of all the U.S. forces in Panama. To the
Colombian's dismay he reinstated the ban on their use
of the railroad. They accused the Admiral of violating
their sovereignty. Secretary of the Navy Moody
responded by publishing his original orders to Cmdr
McLean which read "Any transportation of troops
which might contravene the (1846) treaty should not be
sanctioned by you." The same orders were given to
Cmdr Potter of the RANGER, that in Panama harbor.
(The account does not indicate when the ship arrived or
whether it replaced other ships previously in Panama.
Since the RANGER was first ordered to Colon, it may
have gone round Cape Horn or the article may be
incorrect and the RANGER may have been in Colon.

EL WISCONSIN' EN EL CORTE DE GAILLARD ZONA DEL CANAL

U.9 'WISCONSIN IN

THE GAILLARD CUT. CANAL ZONE
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THE POST CARD CORNER: H. WEDEL CARDS FROM BOCAS DEL TORO
"There is an old lady in town, Miss Wedel-Lopez.
whose dad was 'the photographer'. von Wedel. His
name is on many of the old Boras del Toro post cards
printal during the early 1900's. Miss Lopez said her
father was in South Africa during the Boer War before
coming to Panama. In 1938 Robert Woodson of the
Missouri Botanical Garden (MBG) wrote: 'The most
interesting of the trips from Almirante was arranged by
Mr. John Kelly, manager of the United Fruit Co. We
stopped at the town of Bocas dcl Toro to pick up Mr.
H. Wedel, a local ornithologist & accomplished
photographer, who was to act as guide and
interpreter...After returning to the comparitive luxury
of Rocas del Toro, Mr. Wedel guided us on a collecting
trip to Isla Colon. Thanks to Mr. Wedel's considerable
experience, numerous additions were made to the
known flora of Panama. There is probably no one in the
vicinity so familiar with the country as Mr. Wedel.
Since last spring, he has started independently
collecting and sending his specimens to the MBG for
identification and distribution.' (Note: the MBG had a
greenhouse on the Orchid Trail that leads from Balboa
Elementary School up Ancon Hill towards the Canal
Zone Administration Building. It also ran a larger
station at Summit Gardens. There is a lot of literature
about their operations on the Isthmus through the
years).
Although von Wedel sometimes worked for the
United Fruit Co., he was impounded in detention camps
in the Panama Canal Zone during World Wars I and II.
After he died and was buried in the Changuinola
cemetery. his huge collection of distinguished
photographs and hooks disappeared, thus depriving
future generations of a look at the arts and skills of this
talented immigrant."
There are apparently 25 Dockrell & v. Wedel
postcards. Bob Karrcr has compiled a complete listing
of the views. There are used cards dated between 17
Aug 1911 and 28 Sep 1916 giving an idea of the time
when they were being sold.
The series published H. Wedel alone in Almirante
includes numbers thru 3 I. The publisher data on these
cards is on the address side. Some have what may be
the unknown printer's serial number following an "R."
The two lists follow. Anyone having additional
cards from the second series is asked to contact the
editor giving the information shown on the list.

Editor's Note: This article is based upon an article
in the May 2002 Isthmian Collector's Club Journal by
Bob Karrer and is published with his permission.
There were a number of post card publishers in
Bocas del Toro. Many of the early views are by Heron
and Barranco Somewhat later there is a series of 25
cards by Panama Studio Dockrell & v. Wedel. Finally
there is a series by H. Wedel. These seem to he of later
vintage. Only one has been reported with a postmark
and that is1936.
Until recently nothing was known about Wedel, but
recently two references have been located. The first was
found by Bob Karrer in the Star & Herald Newspaper
10 March 1929. which printed a dispatch from Rocas
DO Toro dated 9 March.
WEDEL OF BOCAS DEPARTS FOR
CAPITAL. German transient after 28 years sojourn in
the province has decided to seek other new field of
endeavor. Aboard the white line Coppename (of the
United Fruit Company), departing at five o'clock from
this port for Cristobal C.Z., goes Mr. Wedel. one of the
community's most respected Old Timers. During his 28
years of sojourn in this environ. Mr. Wedel, who is of
German birth, has evidence himself as a progressive
man and won merited popularity. A photographer, he
established himself on Third Street in the "Panama
Studio". but some ten years ago removed to Almirante
where he pursued the art. Mr. Wedel carries a large
collection of local pictures. persons & scenery of all
kinds, from open sea level to high woodlands, and the
archipelago. He bids good byes to Bocas, but, however,
not just now to the Republic, His energetic and
profitable activities will be continued in an additional
lines (sicl ), that is. the hunt for all sons of birds in the
forests of Panama: which collection he will regularly
forward to the Museum of Cooperative Zoology,
U.S.A. For the time being Panama City will he his
headquarters."
The second reference. located by our member,
Vicente Pascual, is a hook entitled "German Gene.s in
Boras del Toro." It is a history of the significant
German colony in that province from the 19 th century
with the beginnings of the banana industry thru the two
wars up to the present. This is what the book has to say
about It Wedel, one of the more well-known German
names that arrived in the area "over a century ago to
get a slice of the rich banana pie when the fruit industry
was just beginning."
15
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A typical Dockrell & v. Wedel card.
The back is very plain with only TARJETA POSTAL and minimal instructions in Spanish.
1.Bolivar Park — Bocas del Toro.
2.United Fruit Co.. hospital — Main Building
3.F'ront Street — Bocas del Toro.
4.Roman Catholic Church — Bocas del Tom
5.Baptist Church & St. Miguel Fla11 — Bocas del Toro.
6.Wircless Station at Bocas del Toro.
7.Main Street — Bocas del Toro Stores — United Fruit Co. Office
8.Almirante — General View
9.Almirante — Birdseye View.
10.Almirante— Panoramic View
1 I.Almirante — U. Fruit Co. Lumber Yard
12.Changuinola Junction — R.. R. Office (United Fruit Company).
13.Changuinola Junction — Birdseye View
14.United Fruit Company — Passenger Train
15.San San Bridge — U. Fruit Co.
16.San San River — Tropical View.
17.U. Fruit Co. Railway — Engine No. 22.
18.United Fruit Company — Paymaster's Office.
19.U. Fruit Co. — Isla Grande Farm House
20.U. Fruit Co. — Tropical View of Isla Grande.
21.U. Fruit Co. — Hospital — Doctors (sic) Residence & Wards.
22.U. Fruit Co. — Hospital — Landing Station & Entrance
23.U. Fruit Co. — Hospital — Wards
24.United Fruit Co. — Residence Genrl. Supt. of Railway.
25.United Fruit Co. — Cutting Bananas.
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A typical H. Wade! card. #9.
5–6
7–8
9
12
14 – 15
18
20
22
23
25
26
28
29
30
31

List of recorded H. Wedel cards with characteristics
Panoramic View of Almirante, R.P. (Bi-fold; blue; no R
Panoramic View of Almirante, R.P., from Trestle. (bi-fold, both in black & white and in blue; no R#)
Commissary and Bridge to Village, Almirante, R.P. (black & white; R 5674 25)
Wireless Station, U.F. Co.. I Mile, Almirante, R.P. (black & white: no R#)
Administration Building, United Fruit Co, Almirante R.P. (black & white; R5685 25)
Panoramic Viw of Guabito Junction (bi-fold; black & white; no R#)
Full Grown Stem of Bananas. (blue; no R#)
Old Banana Trees (blue, no R#)
Loading Bananas into steamer. (blue. 85676 25)
Chocolate Trees under shade (blue, no R#)
Tropical Swamp Scene. (blue; no R#)
Indian Hut. '1 a lamanca Valley, C.R. (blue; no R#)
Indian Hut and family, Talamanca Valley, C.R. (black & white; R5679 25)
Indian Family, Talamanca Valley. C.R. (black & white; R5680 25)
Indian Family, with musical instruments and bows and arrows. (black & white; R568 25)
Indian Grave, Talamanca Valley, C.R. (black & white: R5682 25)

COPAPHIL has recorded postal markings from the following post offices in the province of Bocas del Toro.
Almirante
Bastimentos
Bocas del Toro
Bocas del Grado (misspel led limas del Drago)
Changuinola
Changuinola F4
Changuinola FS
Guabito
Sixaola

Earliest recorded 9 Aug 1919
Earliest recorded 18 Feb 1908
Earliest recorded 26 Jan 1894
Has no date - used in Aug 1905
Earliest recorded 8 Feb 1909
Earliest recorded 20 Feb 1931
Earliest recorded 9 Apr 1945
Earliest recorded 29 Jul 1914
Earliest recorded 17 Feb 1920
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THE EXPRESS CARRIER'S POSTAL SERVICES
ADDENDUM & ERRATA
p.17

Editor's Note: The original article was published in
the June, September and December 2001 issues of
COPACARTA.. Members may wish to make a notation
in their copies of those issues calling attention to this
information. These additions and corrections are keyed
to the page number in the original article.

p. 18

p. 19
Part I
p.74

1 1. Transportes instead of Transported.

13. Departamental instead of Departmental
14. de Santander instead of del Santander
24. Transportes instead of Transported.
43. Transportadora instead of Transportador

Part III
p. 35
19. 1928 add and the 20c value in sheets of

p. 36

Part II

p.15

p.I6

12. 1934 Imprint should read LIT
CARVAJAL & CIA CALI COLOMBIA
18. (near top of second column) should read
Gaceta Departamental.
1926 Imprenta Departamental. not
Departmental
19. 1927 Litografia Departamental, not
Departmental for nos. 2-5 and 7-8.

5. Gamarra to °calla, not Ocala.

7. Compania instead of Compafta.
8. Venezelana instead of Venezolano
10. Interdepartamental, instead of
Interdepartmental
I I. 1928 No. 1 surcharged in red, not black
Extrarrapidos, instead of Extrarapidos
1928 Die II EXTRARRAPIDOS instead
of EXTRARAPI DOS

p. 37
p. 39

20 (5x-If [Information from Don Avery]
26. substitute The main office was in Bogota
and the carrier probably ran to
Barranquilla and Cartagena with a daily
line to Fusagasuga and a service to
Camhao. B is known to have
(Information from Don Avery]
Insert 5c red
27. correct no. 4 to read 5c blue.
After no. 25 add an iniperf proof is known
printed in blue with 0 in the value circles.
38. Interdepartamental, not Interdepartmental
41. TAXADER, not TAXIDOR.

COPAPHIL NEWS
(continued from page 3)
Colombia." The book was printed by a grant from
Comestibles ITALO S.A. and donated to the Club
Filatelico de Bogota. The announcement describes the
contents as "400 years of the history of postal rates in
Colombia." It contains 144 pages. Copies are available
from the Club Filatelico Apartado Postal 25045,
Boogota, Colombia for $15.00. This publication will
be reviewed in the next issue of COPACARTA.
The list of award winners from PHILANKOREA
2002 has been received and is shown below.

CORIN PHIL A has announced that the planned sale
of the Gebauer Colombia airmail collection which was
announced for October 2002 has been postponed. The
collection will be offered as a part of their regular
spring sale in 2003.
Board member David Zemer has been in contact
with representatives of the company who plan to place
an ad in the issue of COPACARTA prior to the sale.
Carlos Venezuela has produced a handbook
"Historia Postal de las Tarifas de Los Correos en
EXHIBITOR
Arango, Manuel
Caruso, Clian Marco
Goeggel. Hugo
Johnson, James
Peinado, Augusto
* Also received special prizes.

TITLE
Tributes and Fiscal Stamps of Colombia
Estado Soberano del Tolima
Colombia: Development of Airmail 1929-1921
Colombia Postal Routes, 19' 5 Century
Colombia Antioquia Cancellations
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AWARD
Large Vermeil
Large Vermeil'
Large Gold'
Gold •
Gold

POINTS
85
87
95
92
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THE EDITOR'S COLUMN
by Jim Cross
interest in their collections. There is already a good
base of covers which were submitted as part of the
Postal Markings Handbook project or have been culled
from auction catalogs and other sources.
Some covers of special interest are (I) any cover
with special delivery fee paid, (2) any combination
cover with foreign postage due collected., (3) any
incoming cover on which postage due was paid with
Panama stamps, (4) any 1929-1945 airmail covers
showing uses of the higher valued airmail stamps (30
centesimos and up). (5) covers franked with fifty
centesimos or one Balboa stamps of regular postage
issues thru 1945 and (6) covers mailed at printed
matter, business papers or local drop rates.
We are also compiling listings of a number of
categories of scarce covers including (1) all pre-stamp
covers originating in Panama, (2) all covers mailed at
the British and French consular post offices in Panama,
and (3) all covers originating in Panama between I
August 1859 and 30 June 1881.
JIM CROSS

Next year there will be two important anniversary's
in Panama philately. I August will be the 125'h
anniversary of the first Panama state postage stamps.
3 November will be the 100' anniversary of the
independence of Panama. COPAPIIIL is planning two
activities to celebrate these events.
The first will be the publication of the Handbook of
Panama postal markings which I have been working on
for the last two years. Work is underway on the final
draft which now includes over 1200 markings.
The second project will be devoted to Panama postal
history. The final product is still under discussion.
Possibilities include information on an Internet site. a
compact disc, or a conventional handbook.
However, the initial phase does not depend upon the
form of the output. It is to identify what covers exist
and which usages are scarce and worthy of illustration
and to assemble color photographs, photocopies or
scans of them. All members are urged to review their
Panama postal history holdings from the Colonial
period thru World War 11 and notify me of items of

CLASSIFIED
Classified per line; one issue $.50, four issues $1.50.
Business cards; one issue $1.50, four issues $5.00.

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE. COPACARTA, Volumes I thru X; per volume U.S. $12.00, Canada $13.00. Foreign
$15.00; complete set volumes 1- X U.S. $95.00. Canada $105.00, Other $125.00; Volumes XI thru XVIII; per volume
U.S. $8.00. Canada $9.00. Other $11.00; complete set Volumes XI - XVIII U.S. $50.00. Canada $57.00. Other
$69.00. Postal History and Postmarks of the Audiencia de Quito by George Maier – hard cover $33 soft cover $28
(add $2 for postage outside of the U.S. or Canada). Prices include airmail postage. "Selected Notes on Colombian
Airmails, 1920 Onwards" by Peter Quail, $32.50 (includes postage in U.S. by library rate, postage extra on overseas
orders). Send orders and checks payable to Robert A. D' Elia to COPAPHII. library c/o 1290 I toward Ave. Suite 321.
Indef
Burlingame CA 94010.
WANTED PANAMA: Die Proofs, large blocks with top selvage and F number, or full panes of ABNC 1905 to 1923
series (Scott ris 179, 180 and #s 195 - 233) including related overprints such as Scott #s 16.17, F29, F30, 1123. Also
I am interested in these stamps on covers or registration envelopes (I I&G CI, C2) with early usage. high rates, postage
due, exotic destinations, etc. Please send details or photocopies, email, or scan to: David T. Zemer. P.O. Box 654
3/03
Skoeyen, NO-0214 Oslo. NORWAY or email 1.zemer(it)online.no

WANTED TOLIMA: Estado Soherano (1869-1886) and Departamento (1887-1903). All kinds of information about
issues, laws, varieties, hand cancellations, declared value stamps (vihetas), passport stamps, revenue stamps and
revenue paper. Send photocopies or material with asking price to Gian Marco Caruso, 690 Park Avenue, New York
NY 1(1021 or gmc100grricighotmail.corn.
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THE COLOR PAGE
THE 1902-1903 BOGOTA ISSUE AND MEDELLIN PROVISIONAL A.R. STAMP
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Arne,
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The following additiional members have contributed
at least $5.00 for this membership year and are
recognized as contributing members:
P. Gatons
W. Kraemer V.B. Pascual
R. Grace
P. Lamastus F. Sucre
J. Johnson
G. McKenzie
Librarian Bob D'Elia has sold five additional copies
of the Colombia/Panama bibliography since June and
these five individuals are receiving a year's trial
membership as part of the purchase. Thjis has proved to
be an important recruiting tool.
Two more installments of my article on "Panama
Registered Mail to 1950" have now been published and
the July-August 2002 issue with the last installment is
now at the printer. This article is one example of publicity
for Panama philately in the larger collecting world which
is the theme of our President's newsletter in this issue.
The planned hienniel meeting in Sarasota FL in 2004
has been canceled. That show has a limited number of
exhibit fram es and a long-standing commitment to the

New York NY 10009
Springfield VA 22153.
Venice FL 34285
Bradenton FL 34204
Miami FL 33166

USA
USA
USA
USA
USA

Confederate States collectors group which has reserved
more than half of those available. Board members are
looking for another site, but no decision has been
reached.
My article on "Incoming Mail to the Canal Zone"
is scheduled for publication in a forthcoming issue of
the Canal Zone philatelist. The newest addition to that
collection is an 1886 letter from Norway to Bahia
Soldado, Panama_ It is addressed in French to an
engineer who was working on that section of the French
Canal. It was purchased from a dealer in Norway. A
second cover from the same correspondence was
offered at auction by that firm. early this month. These
are the third and fourth incoming covers recorded from
the French canal construction period.
A new membership roster is included with this
issue. The nam es of the individuals who have received
a year's membership with the purchase of the
bibliography are included in the list with temporary
membership numbers.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK
COPAPHIL or speaking at a national show or collector
group can be effective publicity. Please consider
writing even a short piece on a topic of interest with a
mention of COPAPHIL for readers interested in
learning more about Colombia and Panama philately or
volunteering to give a program on our behalf at a show.
Most shows are eager to have speakers. If you are
interested in giving a program, please contact me at
rbreuer 1 @nycap.rr.com after you contact the show
committee so we can do some publicity and supply you
with applications. Some slides are available for loan if
it will help you to present a program.
With best wishes for the New Year,

Creating interest in philately in general and
specialty collecting areas in particular takes work and
is a slow process. I have run a youth stamp program at
my town's library for many years. 1 hope at least a few
of the young people 1 have worked with will remember
as adults the fun they had exploring the hobby and
become collectors. Keeping this program going takes
considerable time and effort, but it is also fun for me.
Just as it is important to encourage the collectors of
tomorrow, it is important for us to introduce today's
collectors to the rewarding possibilities of collecting
Colombia and Panama hold. While exhibiting provides
some opportunities, there are not many collections
shown outside of Colombia. However, writing on a
Colombia or Panama topic for a publication other than

Debby Friedman

SALES MANAGER'S REPORT
still available before sending payment.
The next mail bid sale is tentatively scheduled to
close on 31 October of next year. The catalog will be
mailed with the September 2003 issue of
COPACARTA.. t page of the sale catalog. Bids which
are not at the proper increment will be reduced to the
highest legal bid_
In the case of tie bids the bid submitted earliest will
win the lot. Submission date will be the postmark on a
mail bid or the dispatch time on e-mail.
Photocopies of lots which are not illustrated in the
catalog may be requested from the Sales Manager. If
you are interested in any of the unsold lots, please
contact me by mail or e-mail. Do not send payment
until you receive confirmation that the lots arc still
available.

Mail Bid Sale 25 closed at the beginning of
November. 1 waited a bit before preparing the invoices
to be sure there were no late arriving bids. Payments
are coming in and proceeds should be mailed to
consignors betbre the holidays.
While a number of the higher priced lots were sold
the overall results of the sale were below expectations.
Only 54 of the 154 lots were sold. Total realizations are
$2534.50. In this sale there were only six consignors
and sixteen bidders (one of whom was unsuccessful).
The following unsold lots are available at the reserve
price: 1-4, 6-7, 9-13,15-18, 22-30, 32, 34-36, 40, 42,
44, 48-49, 51-55, 58-60, 62, 65-68, 72-75, 77-82, 84,
88-95, 100-109, 111-112, 114-115, 119. 124-125,
127-133, 138, 142-146, 148-149. 152 and 154_
Please contact the sales manager to be sure they are

THE MARKET REPORT
I almost omitted this column from this issue,
because I have no major sales results to report. All
members are encouraged to report the results of auction
sales that they have participated in, especially sales by
European dealers whose catalogs are not widely
distributed in the United States.

Our new member Claudia Johnson continues to list
many interesting less specialized lots on ehay including
quite a number of seldom seen items from the
Colombian states and departments. If you do not
regularly check the eBay listings, you may be missing
some buying opportunities.
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HISTORIA POSTAL DE LAS TARIFAS DE LOS
CORREOS EN COLOMBIA by Carlos Valenzuela Acosta
A review by Jim Cross
tables for the period from 1952 to y 961 may not contain
all of the changes which occurred. Early in the history
of COPAPHIL Alex Rendon reported that he had
attempted to make a study in the archives of
ADPOSTAL and was unsuccessful, because the
material was not organized.
Carlos has had the cooperation of the officials for
the period horn 1963 thru the present and this data is
believed to be complete.
in the early years changes in postal rates were not
too frequent, but in recent years decreases in the value
of the Colombian peso in foreign exchange have
necessitated more frequent changes.
This publication still leaves a few unanswered
questions about the nineteenth century postal rates,
either because the regulations were not published or
they have not been found. For example: while the
decree setting rates when Colombia joined the U.P.U.
in July 1881 is published in detail and the decree
raising the letter rate from 5 centavos to 7 centavos
effective 1 November 1881 is included, the decree
raising the foreign letter rate to 10 centavos effective 1
January 1882 is not included.
A notice of 4 Feb 1870 published in Diario
No. 1812 suppressed a surcharge which required letters
between the State of Panama and the other states of
Colombia to bear double the regular postage.
However, there is no indication of the authority by
which this surcharge was put in effect or when it was
effective.
The publication is in Spanish and the documents arc
reprinted as they were published. The text of some of
the decrees is not easy to understand. For example
some of the early nineteenth century rates are based
upon distances expressed in miriametros. 1 had to
search in several reference sources before I found the
meaning of this term which is no longer commonly used
in countries using the metric system. The tables which
give the rates since 1903 are logically arranged and
should be easily understood even by non-Spanish
speaking readers,
This book fills a gap in previously published
reference material and should be a must for any serious
collector of Colombian postal history.

Pi/STOMA POSTAL 1'! LAS
-APPIrAS DE" LOS CO RR EOS EN COLOM z
CMILCI$ YAL I PUVILA ACOSTA

This 110 page hardbound volume was compiled by the
author and printed in Bogota with the patronage of
Comestibles halo S.A. The book may be ordered from
the Club Filatelico de Bogota, CR. 121 No.9B-27,
Bogota, Colombia. Price $15.00 postpaid.
The book begins with an introduction and a brief
summary of the history of Colombia postal rates.
Carlos has assembled approximately 1000 photocopies
of documents affecting postal rates. Naturally it is
impossible to reproduce all of these documents in this
book. The hook predominately concerns the rates for
letters, newspapers. printed matter, post cards and
other mail which is franked with postage stamps. It
does not cover the rates for parcel post which are
classified both by the nature of the shipment and the
distance to the destination and are quite lengthy. It also
does not include early airmail rates which Carlos has
previously covered in another publication.
The summary is followed by a chronological listing
of the documents. For the period thru 1902 the full text
of the documents is given. From 1903 to 2002 the data
is summarized in tables. The author warns that the
24
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EXHIBITING AND "PHILATELIC MAIL"
by Jim Cross
types are self-explanatory. First day covers dated prior
to 1885 are not penalized and those from 1885-1935
are less penalized than those from later periods,
because the practice of preparing FDC's was not that
common prior to 1935.
Looking at covers from Colombia and Panama one
finds that there is almost no evidence of philatelic mail
until after Colombia joined the U.P.U. in 1881.
The first creator of philatelic covers in Colombia
seems to have been the American William Curtis who
mailed himself a number of covers in 1890 at the 2c
local letter rate. These are both multiple known covers
mailed on the same day and also non-traditional uses.
The latter requires explanation. Such covers are so
scarce prior to 1904 that I have never seen any others.
The next individual was the Ferroni Company.
Much as 1 prize my Ferroni cover sent to Qom, Iran it
is clearly philatelic. Ferroni and somewhat later
Antonio Rincon were noted for unusual frankings and
sometimes even for artistic arrangements. l have single
foreign rate cover with the 1 Oc fee paid by two pairs of
the 1892 2c green stamps, each with a single 1 c orange
on yellow pasted over the center of the pair. Both
Ferroni and Rincon customarily used the special
envelopes intended for the Servicio Ferreo or the
Servicio Fluvial uprated them with various com inat ions
of stamps.

The January-February 2002 issue of The Collectors
Club Philatelist " in which the first installment of my
article on Panama registered mail was published also
contained an article "What is Philatelic?" by Robert
Odenweiler, a distinguished philatelist.
"Philatelic" covers have always been considered
undesirable in a stamp exhibit and their presence may
influence judges to downgrade the medal level of the
exhibit. However, it is not always clear what
constitutes a philatelic cover. Odenweiler defines it as
a cover "which owes some or all of its existence to the
intervention of collectors." I would add "or dealers" to
the end of that definition.
His article goes on to list possible types of
intervention as follows:
• Franking at incorrect rates
• Sender is a known philatelic source
• Addressee is a known philatelist
• Unusual combinations of stamps
• First Day covers
• Uses when stamps no longer current
• Stamps arranged in a fancy or artistic way
• Multiple known covers mailed on the same day.
• Non-traditional use within the country.
The article then discusses each of these types in
some length with a proposed point system for rating the
degree that the cover should be penalized. Most of the
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other tour covers with the stamps have local address in
Panama. Considering that there are only six other
known pre-independence domestic covers, all sent from
Bocas del Toro it is relatively certain that those four
are philatelic.
When the provisional registration stamp, Scott
Panama F3 was issued, a stamp dealer made an
extensive mailing to Europe, All of these covers are
franked with a strip of five 2 centavos stamps plus a
registration stamp. From the registration numbers
known it seems possible that as many as a hundred of
these covers were prepared. It seems likely that the
addressees were stamp collectors, because a large
number of the covers have been preserved..
There are a large number of covers from Panama in
the correspondence of the Wo Kee Company in San
Francisco, most from Bocas del Toro, with others from
Colon. The covers from Bocas del Toro exhibit many
registration stamps, which arc otherwise unknown on
cover, especially from the provisional period after
Independence in 1903-1904. However, 1 have seen no
evidence that this was a philatelic correspondence. The
unusual covers seem to be simply evidence of the
haphazard operations of the Bocas del Toro post office,
rather than deliberate philatelic creations.
However, there are registered A.R. covers from
Bocas franked with a complete set of the Fourth
Panama overprints. One of these was offered in our last
mail bid sale. There was one in the Flelme collection
and others may exist.
A significant portion of the post-independence
registered covers in the Helme collection from Panama
and Colon are from correspondence from known
collectors to known stamp dealers. Without these
covers it would be much more difficult to understand
the history of that complex period.
There is a small group of domestic registered covers
from Colon dated 21 Dec 1903 and addressed to
Angelo Lupi in Panama. Several of these have identical
registration numbers. These were certainly philatelic
creations and they may not even have gone through the
mails.
After 1904 there seems to have been a reduction in
philatelic covers from both Panama and Colombia and
few are known until the beginnings of airmail service.

One of the most obviously philatelic Ferroni covers
is a recent acquisition. It is an 1897 quintuple rate
registered letter addressed to Adelaide. South Australia.
one of the very few registered covers from Colombia
bearing a U.S. San Francisco CA transit registration
label. Instead of using a pair of the 20 centavos stamps
and a 10 centavos stamp to pay the regular postage,
there is a 10 centavos brown on rose and four 5
centavos black on buff on the front of the cover and
two more 5 centavos stamps on the reverse along with
10 copies of the 1 centavos orange on yellow. The
envelope is large and the stamps are arranged in a
geometric patterns on both the front and the back. A
reduced photocopy of the front on the previous page
The Fearon Company was a notorious creator of
philatelic covers franked with the Cartagena provisional
stamps of 1900-1901. The creation reached its peak on
6 March 1900 when a large number of covers were
mailed to the company in England. So many covers
were created that a pre-addressed envelope was printed
for use on that day.
Colonel Domingo Battembre y Biasini created a lot
of philatelic covers during "The 1000 Days" especially
covers addressed to himself in Cartagena and registered
covers sent to relatives in Budapest. It is common to
find these covers with unusual combinations of stamps
including mixed frankings of pre-war stamps and
stamps from different regional issues.
The British consul in Colon, Claude Mallet was the
colonel's counterpart in Panama. His correspondence
to relatives in England was often franked with unusual
combinations of stamps. One from 1901 in my
collection has a 2 centavos stamp and a bisect of a I
centavos stamp in the lower corner with a box drawn
around it. It is hand-lettered in red "RETARDO." It is
questionable whether the letter was actually mailed late
and there is no indication that the Colon post office fee
ran out of the 2 1/2 centavos retardo stamps.
The 1900-1 shortages of registration stamps in
Panama led to two groups of "philatelic" creations.
The first consisted of locally addressed letters with the
provisional registration stamp created by handstamping
a large "R" in red on 10 centavos stamps. There are
two covers with that stamp sent to foreign addresses,
one in the Meroni collection and one in my collection
which seem to be ordinary commercial covers. The
26
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PANAMA FIRST DAY COVERS THRU 1964
by Jim Cross
there is no documentary evidence, but Dr. Helme was
probably correct in assuming that these are FDC's of
those two stamps.
The 1913 stamp picturing Balboa sighting the
Pacific Ocean (Scott 202) was the first Panama
commemorative stamp. According to the Gregorian
calendar the sighting occurred on 25 September 1913
and it might be assumed that the stamp was issued on
that date. However, David Zemer has a cover with a
block of six of the stamps dated 22 September 1913.
Major catalogs only show the month of issue and it is
not known it' David's cover is a FDC.
The 1915 pictorial issue (Scott 204-212) was issued
1 March 1915 and FDC's are known. The
commemorative overprint for the 4006 anniversary of
the founding of the city of Panama (Scott 217) was
issued on 15 Aug 1919. A special post office was
opened for one day at Panama Viejo for the anniversary
and the stamps were only sold there on that day. First
day uses arc known on covers and on post cards
showing views of the ruins of Old Panama.
Not all values of the 1921 Centenary of the
Republic issue were issued on the same day. FDC's of
the three low values (Scott 221-223) are known dated
13 Nov 1921. The other values were placed on sale on
28 Nov 1921. COPAPH1L has a record of FDC's of
some values and all may exist. On that same date the
commemorative stamp for President I lurtado (Scott
232) was issued and FDC's of that issue are known.
FDC's of the Bolivar issue (Scott 244-255) dated 10
Jun 1926 and of the first two special delivery stamps
(Scott El-E2) dated 17 Feb 1927 are known.
On 9 Jan 1928 the locally produced Lindbergh
commemorative stamps were placed on sale in both
Panama and Colon. Special cancels honoring
Lindbergh were used, but these were not first day
cancels and are known used on later dales as well.
Although it honored the 25 th Anniversary of the
Republic and 3 November 1903 is included in the
overprint, the 1928 commemorative (Scott 258) was
issued on 1 November 1928. FDC's exist.
The first airmail stamp (Scott C 1) was issued for
the 9 Feb 1929 flight by Panamerican Airways flight to
Miami. From newspaper accounts it appears that the
stamps were placed on sale a few days earlier, but all
covers were cancelled with the 9 Feb 1929 date. The
FFC's of that flight arc also FDC's of the stamp. It was
sold in both Panama and Colon.

One branch of postal history is the collection of first
day covers (FDC's). Prior to the 1930's FDC's were
not usually mass-produced, although individuals might
mail a few letters to friends on the first day of a new
issue. As this type of collecting became more popular,
more and more collectors wanted to obtain FDC's.
Dealers and eventually postal administration realized
there was a market for them and prepared quantities of
unaddressed FDC's for sale to collectors.
Any dealer can prepare covers, but the most popular
are those with a cachet. The earliest covers were
addressed and sent thru the mail. These were subject to
various kinds of damage in the mails and eventually
postal administrations were persuaded to cancel covers
and hand them back to the preparers. Most FDC
collectors prefer these unaddressed covers for recent
issues. When covers are no longer mailed there is no
particular reason why they have to be cancelled on the
first day and covers are often given a first day
cancellation whether prepared in advance or after the
stamps have already been issued.
When postal authorities wish to have stamps
available at many different post offices on the day of
issue it is necessary to ship the stamps some time in
advance. Local postmasters are instructed not to sell
the stamps until the official date of issue. However, a
few stamps are sold early either by favor or through
negligence. This has been true since Great Britain
issued the penny black in 1840. Collectors are always
on the alert for these pre-release uses.
The earliest recorded Panama FDC is a 1 Jan 1895
cover with the 20c map stamp (Scott 19) which was in
the Helme collection sale (Lot 1051). It is the only
Panama FDC recorded prior to independence.
Dr. Helme believed that the first stamps with the
Panama postmaster's overprints were sold to the public
on 9 November 1903, the Monday after independence.
and that the registered cover to Naples with that date in
his collection was a FDC of the 20c stamp (Scott 55)
and the registration stamp (Scott F6). This is probably
true, but there is no documentary evidence.
Dr. Helme also believed that the postal rates were
reduced to the pre-1902 levels on 7 December 1903,
also a Monday. He had three registered covers in his
collection with that date, two with the 10c surcharge on
the registration stamp (Scott F8). The third did not
have that surcharge, but had a surcharged
acknowledgment of receipt stamp (Scott H 10). Again
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known, but it is not known if all values of the set can be
found on such covers. Considering that this was an
International Postal Congress FDC's are scarcer than
might be expected. When the set was overprinted
U.P.U. on I Mar 1937 (Scott 288-297 and C27-C32)
it is not known if FDC's were prepared. None have
been recorded.
On 25 Nov 1937 Panama issued a set of stamps
commemorating the 50 th Anniversary of the F iire
Department (Scott 311-316 and C40-C42). A special
slogan cachet was used on mail from Panama, Colon
and David. However, this is not a first day marking.
The slogan cachet was used for at least a week, but
only covers dated 25 Nov 1937 are FDC's.

When regularly scheduled airmail service began on
22 May 1929, the next three airmail overprints (Scott
C2-C4) were issued and covers from either Panama or
Colon with these stamps are also FDC's.
The first three values of the first regular airmail set
(Scott C7-9) were issued on 20 Jan 1930. First flight
covers from that date to Guatemala, Salvador, Mexico
and Brownsville TX franked with stamps of these
issues are also FDC's. The 1 Balboa surcharged
airmail stamp (Scott C6) was issued on 28 Feb 1930
and a FDC has been recorded. This is a scarce item.
The second regular airmail set (Scott C 10-C 14) was
issued 4 Aug 1930 and FDC's are known.
The stamp commemorating the 100 th anniversary of
the death of Bolivar was issued 17 Dec 1930 and
FDC's are known.
On 28 Nov 1931 the first domestic airmail other
than that carried by Panamerican Airways as
contractor on a U.S. foreign airmail route was flown in
Panama. use flight stopped in eleven towns. For this
flight only a special airmail rate of 5 centavos was in
effect and a special stamp (Scott C15) was issued for
use on mail on this flight. The stamps were placed on
sale on 24 Nov 1931. However, all covers seen were
cancelled with the date of 28 Nov 1931. They should
probably be considered FDC's of the stamp, although
they were not cancelled with the date the stamp was put
on sale.
The stamp commemorating the centenary of the
birth of President Manuel Amador Guerrero (Scott
265) was issued on 30 Jun 1933, not the 3 July date
shown in the Scott and Gibbons catalogs. COPAPHIL
scrapbooks have a FDC dated 30 Jun 1933.
The set of stamps commemorating the National
Institute (Scott 268-273) was issued on 24 Jul 1934
and FDC's are known.
The dates of issue of the surcharged stamps, both
regular and airmail, issued from 1932-1937 are
generally unknown. COPAPHIL scrapbooks contain a
FDC of the five centesimos stamp surcharged
"HABILITADA/B. 0.01 (Scott 276) which is dated 19
Sep 1936. This cover was prepared by Nathan Levy of
the Canal Zone Stamp Co. and has a typewritten
notation "FDC." Such covers may exist for other
surcharged stamps, but none have been seen.
The stamps commemorating the centenary of the
birth of Pablo Arosemena, president from 1910-1912,
were issued on 24 Sep 1934 and FDC's are known, but
are quite scarce.
The U.P.A.E, Congress set (Scott 278-287 and
C21-C26) was issued on 1 Dec 1936 and FDC's are
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None of the FDC's discussed thus far have any first
day marking applied by the post office. A few have a
itten or handwritten notation that they are
types,
FDC's, but many can only be identified as FDC's by
the date of the cancel.
The overprinted commemoratives for the opening of
the Santiago Normal School (Scott 321 A and C53A-B)
have only been seen on covers cancelled on the day of
issue, 5 Jun 1938, in Santiago. All covers have a
commemorative cachet handstamped in green.
Unfortunately, on many covers the handstamp is quite
faint.
The U.S. Constitution commemorative set (Scott
317-321 and C49-53) issued 7 Dec 1938 was the first
issue to have a commemorative cachet applied by the
post office which includes the term "PRIMER DIA DE
EMISION." Quite a few FDC's with different
combinations of these stamps were prepared for sale to
collectors in the United States.
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Three additional values in the design of the first
1930 airmail set (Scott C6A-C6C) were issued l Jul
1941. Three overprinted telegraph stamps (Scott 339340 and C72) were issued 19 Feb 1942. Two stamps
commemorating the demarcation of the boundary with
Costa Rica (Scott 341 and C73) were issued 25 Apr
1942. The new definitive pictorial set (Scott 342-349
and C74-C79) was issued on 11 May 1942. FDC's are
found for all of these issues, but no special markings
were applied.
No FDC's have been seen for the following stamps
issued between 1942 and 1948: high value airmail
stamps (Scott 80-81), the insured letter stamps (Scott
GI-G3) a number of postal tax issues (Scott RA6RA23), the commemoratives for the 2d anniversary of
the 1945 constitututional convention (Scott 350-I and
C87), the 1/2c pictorial in new colors (Scott 357), the
commemoratives for the Colon fire department (Scott
358-363) and the airmail pictorials in new colors (Scott
C96-C99). Ifanyone has FDC's for any of these issues,
they are urged to send photocopies for the COPAPHIL
scrapbooks.
Five airmail stamps were surcharged with new
values (Scott C82-C86) and issued 8 March 1947 and
five regular postage values were surcharged with new
values (Scott 352-356) and issued 29 Oct 1947. FDC's
exist of these two issues with no special markings.
A generic handstamp for the Panama post office was
prepared for use on later FDC's. It is first seen
cancelling the stamps on a first flight cover of the
Peruvian International Airways Flight from Panama to
Lima on 20 Jun 1947. The cover is franked with Scott
351 and RA22. This was not the first day of either of
these stamps and the handstamp seems to have been
used in error by a postal clerk who didn't understand its
purpose. It is curious that this handstamp was not used
on FDC's of the 1947 postal tax stamps (Scott RA24RA27) which were issued on 21 Jul 1947 nor on the
FDC's for the 29 Oct 1947 overprints (Scott 352-356).

FDC's exist of the first cancer postal tax set which
was issued 15 Jun 1939. One FDC is a printed cover
with the incorrect legend:
First Panama Semi-Postal
FIRST DAY ISSUE
Jima 15, 1939
When the stamps commemorating the 25 th
Anniversary, of the opening of the Panama canal (Scott
322-330 and C54-C61) were issued 15 Aug 1939
Panama again prepared a first day cachet which was
struck on all covers mailed on that date. The Panama
stamps are also known used on some of the nuiessuus
varieties of covers that Walter G. Crosby, the
American cachet maker, prepared for the Canal Zone
stamps issued for this anniversary. It has not been
determined how many of the Crosby types exist with
Panama stamps.
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On 15 Apr 1940 Panama issued a stamp to
commemorate the establishment of the Pan American
Union (now the Organization of American States).
Again the post office applied a special cachet to the
FDC's.
Four airmail stamps were surcharged with new
values (Scott C63-C66) and issued on 12 Aug 1940.
On 20 Dec 1940 the 1 centesimo stamp of the 1924
arms issue was overprinted to serve as a cancer postal
tax stamp. FDC's of these two events are known, but
have no special markings.
On 2 January 1941 Panama overprinted existing
stamps to commemorate the adoption of a new
constitution. A number of different FDC's exist. A
special cachet is found on some, but not all, of the
covers. It may not be an official post office cachet, but
a handstamp applied by one of the dealers creating
covers.
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The first proper use of the handstamp is seen on a
FDC of the 11 Feb 1948 issue commemorating the
members of the revolutionary junta of 1903 (Scott
C88-C95). This handstamp is then found on most
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examples of Smith cachets on FDC's of 65 different
issues. All were in color and most were multicolored..
For a few "habilitada" issues Smith reused the same
cachet, but otherwise each cachet was different.
Cuscaden wrote that when Elmer died his wife, who
probably had helped prepare and market the covers,
carried on the business for a while- The latest Smith
cachet in the scrapbooks is on 9 Oct 1964 FDC's of the
issue honoring Eleanor Roosevelt. For most of the 12
years that he was active Smith was the only individual
preparing cachets for Panama FDC's, although an
anonymous cachet is found on FDC's of the President
Eisenhauer stamp of the 1956 Pan-American
conference issue.
Between 1949 and 1964 the stamps on most covers
were cancelled with the generic FDC markings,
However special cancels were prepared by the Panama
post office for the following issues!
Chiriqui Centennial 23 May 1949
San Martin commemorative 17 Aug 1950
Queen Isabella 11 20 Oct 1952
50t1 Anniversary of the Republic 2 Nov 1953
150' Anniversary of De Lesseps 22 Nov 1955
O.E.A Meeting in Panama 13 Jul 1956
Pope Pius XII 21 Jan 1959
Olympic Games 23 Sep 1960
Lions Club 2 May 1961
Our scrapbooks contain photos of only a limited
numbers of FDC's after 1964. It is not known exactly
when the Panama postal administration began
preparing FDC's with official cachets. These are now
the most common FDC's of modern issues. However,
there are a few privately produced cachets, especially
on covers for stamps relating to the Panama Canal and
the Canal Zone.
the assistance of David Leeds, who furnished many
of the photocopies of FDC's in our scrapbooks is
gratetbIly acknowledged..
Some representative FDC's are illustrated on the
following page as follows:
1. Possible FDC of Scott 213. D. Zenier.
2. FDC of Scott 221, printed matter rate. D. Leeds.
3. FDC of Scott C6. D. Leeds.
4. FDC of Scott 265. eBay.
5. FDC of Scott 277. Author's collection.
6. FDC of Scott 283.
7. FDC of RA 1-4. D. Leeds
8. FDC with Crosby Cachet sent to Egypt. eBay.
9. FDC of San Xavier issue from Colon. D. Leeds.
10. The 20 Jun 1947 FFC with first day cancel

FDC's thru 22 Apr 1953, except for those for which a
special cachet was used. One exception is the FDC of
the stamps of the pictorial set in new colors (Scott 376377 and C126) issued 30 Oct 1950 which has no
special markings.
The first generic handstamp was replaced by one of
similar design on which PRIMER DIA/DE EMISION
is in smaller type and placed somewhat higher on the
handstamp. Several additional versions of this
handstamp were used by 1964.
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The generic handstamp shown above was prepared
for Colon. It is first recorded on covers with stamps of
the 1949 U.P.U. issue with a date of 13 Sep 1949.
However, those stamps had been issued in Panama on
9 Sep 1949 and FDC's are known with that date. It is
unclear whether the cancel means the stamps were not
placed on sale in Colon until 13 Sep 1949 or whether
the handstamp was used in error. It is a reminder that
collectors should use care in purchasing purported
FDC's and check the dates against the date of issue of
the stamps.
Our scrapbooks show examples of the Colon
handstamp on a number of issues. It is not known
whether all new issues were placed on sale
simultaneously in Panama and Colon or whether there
are only Panama FDC's of selected issues.
The 15 Sep 1948 set honoring President Roosevelt
is known on cacheted covers. The cachet shows a
picture of Roosevelt with the legend

Franklin Delano ROOEICVelt
JANUARY 30 1882 - APRIL 12, 1945
beneath it. The cachet maker's name is not given.
The 18 Jan 1949 issue for Jose Gabriel Duque is
found on FDC's with a printed text cachet.
The 20 Oct 1952 issue commemorating Queen
Isabella was a milestone in Panama FDC's, the first
with a Smith cachet. A brief biography of Elmer S.
Smith by Rob Cuscaden was published in the February
1985 COPACARTA. He was born in Culebra, CZ
12 Jul 1904, was a teacher in CZ schools and later it
civilian employee of the U.S. army engineer section in
Corozal, lie died 29 Sep 1963. Our scrapbooks have
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COLOMBIA: THE 1902-1903 BARRANQUILLA ISSUES
by Jim Cross
Dull Blue
203 221 179
Dull Blue (pink) 204 222 180
Carmine Rose
205 224 177
21l 229 185
50 centavos Yellow
212 227 186
Green
213 231 184a
Scarlet
184
214 Carmine
Rose
214a 232 184b
215 228 183
Pale brown
1 peso
Yellow Brown
216 233 187
217 234 188
Rose
Blue
218 235 189
Violet
219 236 190
220 238 191
5 pesos
Claret
221 237 192
Pale brown
222 239 193
Blue green
223 240 194
10 pesos
Pale green
224 241 195
Claret
A set of mint stamps is shown on the color page.
The set is missing the 20c in lilac and dull blue. The
paper color on the 20c dull blue on rose and the lOc
blue on lilac does not show up on the color copy.
The stamps were printed in sheets of fifty with two
panes of 25 (5x5) separated by a wide gutter. Because
of their wide margins the panes are often misidentified
as complete sheets. A sheet from the Norbert Bork
collection is shown on the following page.
The stamps were initially issued imperforate, but
most are known with sewing machine perforations and
also perforated l2. The exact date that the stamps were
placed in use is not known. However, there is no
evidence to indicate that they were used prior to the
1902-1903 Bogota issues. The listings of these two
issues in Scott are not in chronological order.
Many of the stamps are known with printing on both
sides. This is either printer's waste which was not
discarded or impressions caused by stacking sheets
before the ink was fully dry. The paper of the 50
centavos values is porous and easily thinned when
removing hinges.
In addition to my collection, I have photocopies of
the collections of members Robert M011er and Norbert
Bork. The earliest cover in the three collections is dated
22 Oct 1902 and originated in Cartagena. I have loose
used stamps from Barranquilla with dated cancels of
23, 24 and 25 Oct 1902. Stamps were used in
Barranquilla and Cartagena with most used in the
former.

The supply of stamps of earlier issues was also
exhausted in Barranquilla by the spring of 1902. The
authorities had contracted with Francisco Valiente, 21
Dec 1901 to print stamps for the national post office in
Barranquilla. The text of this contract was printed in
the American Journal of Philately in September 1902.
It called for stamps in the denominations !hat were
current at the time. However, by the time the stamps
were produced the postal rate increase of I March 1902
had occurred and the actual values delivered were not
the values specified in the original contract. A search of
the files of the Gaceta Nacional did not find a
modification of the contract. However, a modification
might have been published in the Gaceta de Bolivar. It
is significant that the contract was signed in December
1901, but the stamps were not issued until the autumn
of 1902. The supply of stamps in Barranquilla was
used up several months earlier and in the interim most
mail was sent without stamps and marked with a
handStarnp "No Hay Estampillas/Pago
with
the amount filled in and signed by the postal agent,
Fries
The most notable characteristic of the 1902 . 3
Barranquilla issues is that all denominations were
printed in more than one color and some of the 10 and
20 centavos stamps were printed on papers of various
colors. There can be little doubt that this was done to
increase philatelic sales. The quantities issued are not
known, but only a few of the varieties (listed in bold
print below) are scarce.
'1 he following values exist. Scott Gib Temp
2 centavos Green
194 212 170
Dark Blue
195 213 171
196 214 172
Rose
209 225 181
5 centavos Blue
210 226 182
Bistre
197 215 173
10 centavos Scarlet
Orange
198 219 174
Rose
199 216
Maroon
200 218
75a
Claret
201 217 175
Dark Blue(lilac) 240 245 196
Dark Blue(hluish) 241 246 197
Dark Blue(hrown) 242 242 198
Dark Blue(salmon) 243 244 199
Dark blue (gr blue) 244 243 200
Dark Blue(rose)
245 247 201
20 centavos Purple
202 220 178
Lilac
202c
178a
32
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which a full sheet of 10 centavos stamps has been
folded several times and affixed to an envelope. The
fifty stamps paid the 5 centavos gold rate. No census of
these covers has been made, so it is not known how
many of the different 10 centavos stamps were used in
this way. Panes of twenty-five of the 20 centavos
stamps could have been used in the same way, but 1
have only seen blocks of twenty used with either a 1
pesos stamp or a 1 centavo gold issue stamp.
The gold currency printed matter rate was I centavo
and either a 1 peso stamp or a pair of 50 centavos
stamps would pay that rate. 1 have not seen an example
of this use on cover. Pairs of I peso stamps or four 50
centavos stamps would pay the 2 centavos gold post
card rate and there are examples of these uses in both
my collection and the Bork collection. The domestic
letter rate was also 2 centavos gold per 15 grams, but
I have not seen an example of an inflation franking with
stamps of this issue.
Most inflation covers are foreign single rate letters.
These show either a 5 pesos stamp or a strip of S of the
1 peso stamps. Again no census of the covers has been
taken so it is not known if all I and 5 pesos stamps
were used in this way..
Covers with multiples of the foreign rate also exist.
An unusual cover in my collection has a strip of six of
the I peso stamp with a 4 pesos revenue stamp. It was
a paquebot cover mailed aboard the S.S. Altai. The 10
pesos stamps in green were also used in that way on
15-30 grams covers. I have not seen an inflation use on
cover of the 10 pesos stamp in violet.
Registered covers exist on which a 10 pesos stamp
in green has been used to pay the registration fee. The
scarcest example is a domestic registered cover which
is illustrated at the end of the article.
An unusual inflation use in my collection shows a 5
pesos stamp in violet used as a postage due stamp on a
letter from the United States.
The Bork collection includes a paper with 17
different stamps of the issue with an attached (vrtficate
in which the postal agent at Cartagena (the last name
on the signature seems to be Ayandi) certifies on 9
November 1903 that these stamps have been on sale in
the national postal agency.

USES TO PAY THE 1 MAR 1902 RATES
Like the Bogota issue described in the article in the
previous issue, these stamps were used thru the end of
1903 to pay the I Mar 1902 postal rates and later used
in 1904 and 1905 at the inflation rate of I peso ---- I
gold centavo.
The 2 centavos stamp was intended to pay the
domestic rate for newspapers (which only applied to
foreign papers mailed in Colombia as domestic papers
were free of charge). 'There is no example of this use in
the three collections. The Bork collection contains two
examples of 2 centavos stamps used to uprate 2
centavos postal cards. Both cards have only 4 centavos
postage which would appear to be I centavo short.
No 4 centavos stamps were included in the issue, so
the four centavos foreign newspaper rate would have to
have been paid by a pair of 2 centavos stamps. 1 have
not seen an wrapper showing this rate.
My collection contains an example of each of the 5
centavos stamps franking a picture post card. Such
uses are quite scarce.
The foreign printed matter rate was 8 centavos.
Several covers mailed overseas with a 10 centavos
stamp are known They are probably printed matter
covers overpaid by 2 centavos.
As usual domestic covers (10 centavos per 15
grams) arc quite scarce. Covers from foreign mail to
the United States and Western Europe are the most
common with most single rate covers franked with 20
centavos stamps in purple or lilac with sewing machine
perforations. Covers are known with frankings of two
to five times the single foreign rate. Two examples are
illustrated at the end of the article. The Muller
collection contains a 10 centavos stamp used on an
Acknowledgment of Receipt form for a registered letter
to Budapest from the Biasini correspondence.
INFLATION USES
Most postage stamps of the issue are also found
used on covers during 1904 and 1905 at the one
hundred to one value in gold. Thus far I have not seen
the two and five centavos stamps used in this way.
Inflation frankings with this issue are known from
Barranquilla and Cartagena.
There arc a number of covers from foreign mail on
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2 - 5c blue used on post card.
1 - 2c on 2c postal card. (Bork collection)
4 - 10c red on internal letter (Miller collection)
3 - 10c on foreign printed matter (overpaid 2c7)
5 - 10c x 3 on triple rate internal letter (Bork collection) 6 • 20c lilac x 2 on registered cover (Muller collection)
8 - 50c x 2 on quintuple rate reg. cover (Muller collection)
7 - 10c x 3 + 20c + 50c on quadruple rate reg. cover
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2 - 1P x 2 on printed matter cover (Bork collection)
1 - 50c x 4 on postal card
4 - 5P x 2 + 10P on dbl rate reg cover (Bork collection)
3 - 1P x 5 on cover to NY
5 - 10P green x 2 on dbl rate reg cover (Bork collection) 6 - Bisect of 10P on cover to NY (Bork collection)
B - IP x 6 + dP revenue stamp on paquebot letter
7 - SP used as postage due on cover from NY
36
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A PASSENGER'S ACCOUNT OF FAM-9 AND FAM-5 IN 1929
"Flying the World's Longest Air-mail Route. "From
Montevideo, Uruguay, Over the Andes, Up the Pacific
Coast, Across Central America and the Caribbean to
Miami, Florida, in 67 Thrilling Flying Hours" by
Junius B. Wood. That was the title of an article in The
National Geographic Magazine for March 1930.
When 1 saw a copy being offered on eBay I thought this
would be useful background for an airmail collector.
The seller was in Australia and in due course the article
arrived. The author was a travel writer who regularly
contributed articles to the magazine.
If only he had been a bit more of a postal historian
and photographer, the article would have been of even
more importance. It is 65 pages long and has 66
illustrations including a map and a photograph of an
FFC carried on the 12 Oct 1929 flight from Buenos
Aires addressed to Washington D.C. However, many
are archived photos of tourist sites or aerial photos of
various peaks in the Cordillera. From Colombia there
is a view of the harbor at Buenaventura and from
Panama a view of the entrance to the President's Palace
showing guards on duty and a view of the golden altar
in the church of San Jose in Panama city.
The author was a passenger on the second FAM-9
flight, leaving Buenos Aires Saturday morning 19 Oct
1929 and arriving in Miami on Monday 28 Oct at
3:30 P.M.. However, the day before he flew from
Montivideo to B.A., possibly on a connecting flight
bringing mail from Uruguay to be carried CHI the flight.
FAM-9 was not extended to Uruguay until January
1930. The route is shown on the adjoining map. There
were overnight stops in:
Mendoza, Argentina
CopiapO, Chile
Arica, Peru
Lima, Peru
Guayaquil, Ecuador
Buena ventura, Colombia
France Field, Canal Zone
Panama
Belize
The overnight stop in Mendoza was dictated by
snow in the mountain passes, the first day's flight was
scheduled to end in Santiago. The layover In Panama
was also unscheduled — bad weather prevented the
plane from flying to Managua on the seventh day.
Flowerer, the pilot made up the lost time the following
day completing two day's scheduled flights in one.

The most thrilling part of the trip was crossing the
Andes from Mendoza to Santiago. The planes obtained
the weather in the pass from the station master on the
transcontinental railroad at Las Cuevas. That station
was located at 10,250 feet and the pass could he seen
from the station. On Sunday morning the weather in the
pass was clear. The plane climbed steadily reaching
7000 feet at 8:20, 13,500 feet at 8:33, 15,000 feet at
8:43 and 20,000 feet at 9:03. The factory designated
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simply thru a mail sack out of a window of the plane.
In one instance. at Pacasmayn. the pilot forgot that he
had a passenger going to that town and had to circle
hack after throwing out the mail sack to land and let the
passenger off the plane. The article does not mention
whether such deliveries were only made in Peru.
Weather was always a problem and without
instruments the pilots tried to fly below or above the
clouds, but often had no choice but to plunge thru them.
The flight was often quite bumpy in had weather. When
the weather was especially bad, the planes had to turn
back. That happened all day on the 26 th when the pilot
was trying to leave Panama.
Upon arrival in Colombia the plane landed in
innate° for refueling and also the border formalities.
Then it was on to Buenavmtura, which the article
termed one of the wettest cities in South America. citing
the 1928 rainfall of 362 inches.
When they kft Panama on the 27th, they were
accompanied by two army planes as far as David. They
passed over Puntarenas, Costa Rica where they
dropped a mail sack without landing and Clew on to
Managua. Along the way they passed another plane
carrying southbound mail on FAM-5. Note that the
AAMC states that the first dispatches to Costa Rica
were not made until 30 Mar 1930. In Managua they
changed to another plane and continued on to Belize to
get back on schedule. The next day they flew to Cuba
and then on to Miami. The flying time totalled 66 hours
and 50 minutes. Eight planes were used, five land
planes and three amphibians. Pilots and crews were
changed eight times en route.

ceiling for the plane is 19.000 feet, but it was necessary
to climb to 20.700 feet to cross the pass. This was
before the days of pressurized cabins and there was no
extra oxygen supply. The passengers reported feeling
dizzy and light-headed.. By 10:15 the pass had been
crossed and eight minutes later the plane landed at Los
Cerrillos Field only 1700 feet above sea level.
Pilots had to be daredevils to fly this route. It is no
surprise that the author reported that en route to
Mendoza the pilot dropped to just shove ground level
and buzzed a hull standing in a field. At first the bull
stood its ground, but as the plane approached it turned
tail and ran. At Santiago a smaller, but faster, plane
was waiting, with the engine already warmed up. The
passengers and mail were transferred and the plane
took off immediately. The Chilean airfields were
operated by the army which also operated a domestic
mail service within the country. At Ovalle, the plane
met the plane bringing mail from the north. The
author's flight had begun with 34 pounds of mail from
Buenos Aires and picked up 20 pounds in Santiago.
The postage on the mail totaled about U.S. $1800 of
which about 90% was paid to the airline and the U.S.
government. The southbound flight had 70 pounds of
mail. The loads were exchanged and each plane began
retracing the route it had flown that morning.
When the mail plane arrived in Arequipa, Peru it
was met by a group of men who were evidently
expecting airmail letters. The illustration below shows
that the postal employee emptied the mail sack and was
sorting the mail oe the ground. The author mentions
that at several towns in Peru the plane did not stop, but

Pbotorraph by Naha. B. Wood

AIR MAX!. IS SOBTF.T) OUT O# DOORS AT AREQUIPA
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THE EDITOR'S COLUMN
by Jim Cross

Panama promised for future issues, but articles on
Colombia are needed.
The descriptions of the battle of the Puente de
Calidonia during "The 1000 Days" civil war in Panama
in 1900 describe the bloody outcome of the rebels
attack on government forces firing from the buildings
opposite the bridge. The cover photo sent by one of our
Panama members shows the crossing as it existed at the
time of the battle. This area has long since been
redeveloped and the bridge no longer exists. Many
Panamanians today do not even know where it was
located.
A special note to our members in Colombia. Plans
for the trip to Panama next spring are not yet finalized,
but it will probably be in late February or early March.
If any of you would be interested in joining us in
Panama, please let me know so I can send you
information when the plans are finalized.

Let me begin with a personal note. Some of you
know that my wife Luz has suffered from rheumatoid
arthritis for twenty-two years and due to deterioration
of her knee joints has been confined to a wheel chair
since returning from a visit to her family in Panama in
June 1999. New medications finally have her arthritis
under control and last month she had surgery to replace
both knee joints. 1 am pleased to write that the surgery
went very well. Due to the length of time since she has
walked it will require several months of rehabilitation
before final results are known.
The article on the 1902-1903 Bogota issue in the
last issue contained a major error. The 1903 issues
were all printed in blue, but not all were on bluish
paper. The five centavos stamp was blue on greenish
paper and the 50c stamp was blue on pink paper as
listed in the catalogs.
As readers will notice no articles were submitted for
publication in this issue, so 1 have had to prepare
articles to fill the space. 1 have a number articles on

JIM CROSS

CLASSIFIED
C lassified per line; one issue 5.50, four issues $1.50.
Business cards; one issue $1.50, four issues $5.00.

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE. COPACARTA, Volumeslthru X; per volume U.S. $12.00, Canada $13.00, Foreign
$15.00; complete set volumes I - X U.S. $95.00, Canada $105.00, Other $125.00; Volumes XI thru XVIII; per
volume U.S. $8.00, Canada $9.00, Other $11.00; complete set Volumes XI - XIX U.S. $50.00, Canada $57.00, Other
$69.00. Postal History and Postmarks of Audiencia de Quito by George Maier— hard cover $33 soil cover $28
(add $2 for postage outside of the U.S. or Canada). Prices include airmail postage.. Send orders and checks payable
to Robert A. D'Elia to COPAPHIL library c/o 1290 Howard Ave. Suite 321, Burlingame CA 94010.
Indef
WANTED PANAMA: Die Proofs, large blocks with top selvage and F number, or full panes of ABNC 1905 to 1923
series (Scott #s 179, 180 and #s 195 - 233) including related overprints such as Scott as 16, 17, F29, F30, 1423. Also
lam interested in these stamps on covers or registration envelopes (H&G CI, C2) with early usage, high rates, postage
due, exotic destinations, etc. Please send details or photocopies, email, or scan to: David T. Zemer, P.O. Box 654
Skoeyen, NO-0214 Oslo, NORWAY or email LzemerOonline.no
3103

WANTED TOLIMA:

Estado Soberano (1869-1886) and Departamento (1887-1903). All kinds of information about
issues, laws, varieties, hand cancellations, declared value stamps (vitletas), passport stamps, revenue stamps and
revenue paper. Send photocopies or material with asking price to Gian Marco Caruso, 690 Park Avenue, New York
NY 10021 or grne100gmc@hotmail.com .
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COPAPHIL NEWS
NEW MEMBERS
389
JOHNSON, Jonathan L Jr 24.9 Shore Ave
Box 10119eNemoen
390
Ref/NAAS, Gunnar
391
SAPtSZKO, Andrew
Powslanctin Slaskich St 2E117 . •

Groton CT 06340
Grimstad N-4884
Warsaw 01-381

NEW OR CORRECTED ADDRESSES
9880 Choke Cherry Ln
C86
FAIRLIE, Michael
386
HIROKATSU, Suita
378-3-910 Shimosakunobe
1300 King St E. Box 31070
373
LINGEN, Roy
ROCHE, Stephen
Box 29658
285
3.46
TANGUAY, Yohann
574 Riverside Drive
3518 S. Mission Rd
383
WYNNS, John P

Papillion NE 68046
USA
Takatsu-ku 213-0033 .... Japan
Oshawa ON L1H 8N9 .. Canada
England
London E2 OFB
Canada
Bathurst NB E2A 2M3
USA
Tucson AZ 85713

USA
Norway
Poland

DROPPED FOR NON-PAYMENT OF DUES
FISCHER, Victor
C28
369
FLEWIN. Bob
C40
HIERSEMAN, Wayne

151
C47
345

Mr. Hirokatsu was unintentionly omitted from the
latest membership roster although including in the
membership count.
Mr. John Prince has contributed at least $5.00 for
this membership year and is recognized as a contributing
member.
Mr. Jonathan Johnson Jr is an airmail specialist and
collects Colombia codes 7-9 and 16 and Panama codes 59
and 66. Mr. Roinaas collects Colombia codes 2-5, 7, it I, 14, 19-20 and Panama codes 54 . 55, 60 and 64. Mr.
Sapieszko collects Panama codes 53-59 and 66 and deals
in Panama and the Panama Canal Zone.
Dr. Antonio Chedid had an article published in the
February issue of the American Philatelist concerning the

Rio Hacha "No Hay Estarnpillas" labels.
We received official notice from the Club Fi Intel ico
de Bogota that EXFILBO 2003 will he held in Bogota
in conjunction with the XVI FERIA
INTERNACIONAL DEL LIBRO from the 23' of
April thru the 5" of May.
Mr. James Johnson will act as U.S. commissioner
and handcarry exhibits to the show. Unfonunately the
notice was not received prior to the publication of the
December issue and the deadline for exhibitors has
passed.
I exhibited seven frames of "Incoming Mail to
Colombia and Panama" at SANDICAL 2003. The
exhibit received a silver award.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK

COPACARTA and served as treasurer for twenty years
and Bob D'Elia who has been our librarian since 1984.
Volunteers are also needed to reactivate some of the
inactive COPAPHIL specialized study groups.
We have now confirmed the location for our 2004
general meeting. We will convene April 2-4 2004 at
TEXPEX 2004 in Dallas, Texas. Details will be
available soon. General information can be found at
littp://users.waymark.net/texpexiindex.html . Ifyou arc
interested in qualifying a new exhibit for the
international show Washington 2006 this is the perfect
opportunity. Meanwhile, we need one of our Texas
members to serve as our liaison with the TEXPEX
committee. Please contact me if you are willing.
If you are willing to become more active in
COPAPHIL so that the future will be ensured, I would
be happy to discuss opportunities with you. I look
forward to hearing from you.
DEBBY FRIEDMAN
rbreuer I @nycap.mcom

COPAPHIL was founded in July 1983. By the end
of that year there were 90 members, recognizable as
charter members by a C in from of their membership
number. Attrition has now reduced the active charter
members to 35. For twenty years, with only a few
exceptions, the officers, members of the Board of
Directors and authors of articles in COPACARTA.
have come from this group. Membership number 300
was assigned in 1993. There are now 51 active members
with numbers in the 300's. If the organization is to
continue to be viable, it will obviously be necessary for
some newer members to begin assuming responsibility.
Every organization needs succession planning to ensure
its future. COPAPHIL is no exception. Volunteers arc
needed to serve on the board of directors, to develop a
COPAPHIL webpage, to prepare articles for
COPACARTA and to mount and maintain the
COPAPHIL reference file. We also need someone
waiting in the wings for when the time comes that
successors are needed for Jim Cross, who has edited

TREASURER'S REPORT
INCOME STATEMENT
FOR SIX MONTHS ENDING 31 DEC 2002

BALANCE SHEET
AS OF 31 DEC 2002

INCOME
DUES
CONTRIBUTIONS
PUBLICATION SALES
INVESTMENT INCOME
COPACARTA ADS
TOTAL

ASSETS
CASH IN BANK

EXPENSE
PRINTING
POSTAGE
COMPUTER EXPENSE
SUPPLIES
MAIL SALES EXPENSE
TOTAL
EXCESS OF INCOME OVER EXPENSE

1328.00
457.50
50.00
173.03
14.00
2022.53

PETTY CASH
LIBRARY CASH ACCOUNT
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
INVESTMENTS
TOTAL.

1911.69
44.19
213.41
333.50
11271.76
13789_55

LIABILITIES
PREPAID DUES
UNDISTRIBUTED SALES INCOME
TOTAL

745.63
446.07
100.00

19.38
9 1.82
1402.90

RESERVES
BALANCE I JUL 2002
INCOME YEAR-TO-DATE
TOTAL

619.63

NOTES:
INCOME DOES NOT INCLUDE PROCEEDS
OF MAIL BID SALE 26.
LIBRARY ACTIVITY NOT INCLUDED.

749.85
218.71
968.56

12201.36
619.63
12820.99

NOTES:
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE ARE
PAYMENTS FOR LOTS IN MAIL SALE 26
NOT YET DEPOSITED AS OF 31 DEC 2002
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THE MARKET REPORT
stamps sold for 1150 Euros against a reserve of 900.
60c g is the largest franking with stamps of this issue
on cover that 1 have seen.
Lot 2947, an 1899 registered cover from Bocas del
Torn to London with bath Mobile (ma) and New York
Exchange labels sold for 1000 Euros against a reserve
of 750.
Lot 2953, a domestic registered letter from Panama
to Colon with A.R. requested sold for 1100 Euros
against an estimate of 750.
Lot 2963, a 1902 registered letter from Colon to
Paris franked with the surcharged 20c registration
stamp (Scott F5) sold for 1000 Euros against an
estimate of 850.
Lot 2163, an 1899 cover franked with just the
Colombia 1895 5c brown on buff (Scott 154) with
postage due marking and a 50cent itnes French postage
due stamp sold for 200 Euros against an estimate of
175. I think this was a bargain. There is one large
correspondence from Barranquilla to New York
consisting of un franked letters on which U.S. postage
due was collected, but otherwise dual franking covers
from Colombia with foreign postage due collected are
quite scarce.
Shreves Sale 14 September 2002
This sale included the Peter Balner collection of
inverted centers of the world_ Hammer prices are in
dollars without the buyer's premium of 10%.
Lot 633, a cover with franking that included a copy
of the 1 centesimos stamp of the Panama 1909
American Bank Note Company issue with inverted
center. Scott 197a This sold for $1050.
Lot 634, the only recorded mint copy of Scott 197a
ex-Helme. It sold for $6750 ($250 less than the
hammer price in the Helme sale.)
eBay
A copy of the 1917 Colombian 4c registration stamp
with inverted center (Scott F23a) sold for $310.00
against a catalog price of $575.
One major consignor indicates that he will no longer
sell items to buyers with an address in Colombia,
reflecting difficulties in having mail delivered there.
All his listings are selected whenever a search is made
for Colombia.

AFINSA SALE 19 December 2002
I thought that I had written all there was to write
about the London° Panama collection. but then I
received the catalog of this sale of 19 December 2002
and found that the large lot which had been offered by
CORINPHILA had been consigned by the purchaser to
this sale. It was broken down into 66 cover lots and 16
stamp lots. Only about half of the lots sold, 30 of the
cover lots and just 3 of the stamp lots.
CORINPHILA's reserve price for this material was
7800 Euros plus buyer's premium. The 33 lots sold for
18,585 Euros plus buyer's premium and the unsold lots
include three that had a reserve of over 1000 Euros.
This is a clear demonstration of two characteristics
of auctions. One, items lotted separately will almost
always bring higher prices than the same items sold in
a large lot. On the other hand, items lotted separately,
are less likely to be all sold.
Prices are shown in Euros which were almost on a
par with U.S. dollars at the time of the sale. 15%
buyer's premium and VAT for European buyers must
be added to the hammer price.
As might be expected, the highest price was realized
for lot 2971, the 1903 domestic registered cover sent
from David to Barranquilla, the only pre-independence
registered cover recorded from David and the only
domestic registered cover from Panama to mainland
Colombia during the 1902-1903 rate period. It sold for
1900 Euros. This cover will now be part of the Meroni
collection and one of the gems of his exhibit.
I was somewhat surprised to sec that lot 2938 sold
for 1700 Euros. This is a registered cover with A.R.
requested sent from Bocas del Toro to New York.
While it is presently the earliest recorded A.R. use from
Bocas del Toro. there is a possibility that a cover exists
between 1893 and April 1896. The regular postage
franking is probably philatelic with a I c, two 2c and a
5c used instead of a 10c stamp. In addition the stamps
are on the reverse of the cover. I think the reserve of
1500 Euros for this lot was excessive.
Lot 2913, an 1884 cover from Colon to Genoa,
Italy with the scarce rectangular Colon marking sold
for 1500 Euros against a reserve of 1200.
Lot 2915, an 1887 registered cover front from
Panama to Paris with a strip of three of the 1883 20c
44
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COLOMBIA, THE 1904 GOLD CURRENCY ISSUE
by Jim Cross
I/2, 1 and 2 centavos stamps perf 13 and the 5 and 10
centavos postage stamps and the registration and A.R
stamps perforated 12. The registration stamp is also
listed in Scott with sewing machine perforations. It is
not known whether the sheets were perforated by the
Litografia Nacional or were perforated by the using
post offices. The 1 centavo stamp is known printed in

Colombia adopted new postal rates in gold currency
effective I January 1904. Remaining stocks of stamps
of earlier issues were still valid for postage at the rate
of 100 old pesos --- 1 gold peso and were widely used
creating the 1904-1904 "inflation covers." Not all post
offices had large stocks of the old stamps. This was
true not only in cities like Bogota which had high
volumes of mail, but also in many of the smaller towns.
It was decided to contract with a private printer for a
new issue of stamps. However. the process of soliciting
bids, selecting a contractor and preparing the stamps
would take time. The winning contractor was J.L.
Arango of Medellin and the new issue (the 1904
numeral issue) was not available until July.
In the interim the Litografia Nacional prepared an
issue denominated in gold currency. A new design was
prepared for the '/ centavo stamp, hue the other stamps
used designs from the 1902-1903 issue, the 1 centavo
stamp the design of the former 1 peso stamp and the 2.
5 and 10 centavos stamps the designs of these values
from the 1902-1903 issue. A 10 centavos registration
stamp was issued in the design of the 1402-1903
registration stamp and a 5 centavos acknowledgment of
receipt (A.R.) stamp was issued in the design of the
1902-1903 A.R. stamp.
There are no references to this issue in the literature
other than reports of the stamps when they were issued_
It is not known whether new dies were prepared.
changes were made on the old dies or changes were
made on transfers prior to preparing the lithographic
stones. There are no reports of the quantities issued, but
there was probably only one stone for each value.
Multiples seem to he quite scarce. It is not known
whether there are transfer types which can be plated
Sheet sizes are not known, but were probably the same
as used in 1902-1903, that is, 1110 (10 x 10) for all
stamps except the registration stamp which was
probably 50 (5 x 10).
All of the stamps were printed on pclure paper
which had not been used for Colombian stamps since
the 1890 issue. The stamps bear no indication that they
are denominated in gold currency and the most logical
reason for the use of pelure paper was to distinguish
gold currency stamps from those denominated in the
earlier paper currency. The stamps were issued
imperforate, but are also known with perforations, the

blue green and in yellow green.
An English translation of Decree 1197 of 15
December 1903 which announced the gold currency
rates was published in the February 1987
COPACARTA. In summary the rates were:

FOR FOREIGN DESTINATIONS
Letters:
5 centavos per 15 grams
Postal cards: Single 2 centavos, Double 4 centavos.
Newspapers: 1 centavo per 50 grams.
Other printed matter: 2 centavos per 50 grams.
Business papers: 10 centavos per piece to 250 grams.
2 centavos for each extra 50 grams.
2 centavos per piece to 100 grams.
Samples:
1 centavo for each extra 50 grams.
Registration 10 centavos.
A.R.
5 centavos.

FOR INTERNAL DESTINATIONS
2 centavos per 15 grams.
Letters:
Postal Cards: Single 2 centavos, Double 4 centavos.
Newspapers: Free for 6 months after publication.
Other printed matter: 'A centavo per 50 grams.
Business papers: 2 centavos per piece to 250 grams.
1 centavo for each extra 50 grams.
Samples
1 centavos per piece to 100 grams.
I centavos for each extra 50 grams.
Registration 10 centavos.
A.R.
5 centavos.

Legal Papers 5 centavos per 15 grams.
The earliest recorded cover franked with stamps of
this issue sent from Bogota to Venice, Italy is
postmarked 8 February 1904 (Fig 1). According to the
contract signed with J. L. Arango when the stamps he
produced were delivered all stamps of previous issue
were to be demonetized. This obviously did not happen
as both uses of stamps of this issue and inflation
45
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a pair of the 1 centavo stamps in yellow green (Fig 13).
No domestic postal cards have been seen franked with
stamps of this issue.
A cover sent to England bears a I centavo stamp in
blue green (Fig 14). The date portion of the cancel is
too faint to read. The contents might have been a
newspaper, but it is possible this was a printed matter
cover which was underfranked. A printed matter cover
from Cali to Panama mailed 7 Jul 1904 is franked with
just a 1/2 centavo stamp (Fig 15). It was accepted
without postage due, perhaps because Colombia still
considered Panama to be a department of Colombia and
thus eligible for the domestic rate. However, the Oct
1904 cover from Roldanillo to Panama was franked at
the foreign rate.
No examples of the use of these stamps on domestic
or foreign mailings of samples, business papers or legal
papers has been found. Such uses are extremely scarce
and no covers may now exist.
Examples of registered mail are not common. My
collection does not include any domestic uses. A single
rate cover from Bogota to Buenos Aires has a scarce
Chile transit registration label (Fig 16). A triple rate
cover from Cartagena to France has 5 and 10 centavos
stamps paying the regular postage and a 10 centavos
postage stamp paying the registration fee (Fig 17). A
single rate registered cover front Cartagena to I .eipzig
has nine V2 centavo stamps, a strip of four on the front
and a strip of five on the reverse (Fig 18). It was
accepted with just 4 /2 centavos postal franking. It is
the only cover showing use of the A.R. stamp.
All major catalogs except Michel list the 5 centavos
postage stamp overprinted with small initials A.R.
which are found. in black, green and violet. I am
extremely skeptical about the validity of these stamps.
I have never seen any used examples with an
identifiable postmark_ Unless copies of this stamp arc
found genuinely used on covers or A.R. forms which
passed thru the mails, 1 would tread with caution about
these stamps.
Finally covers to foreign destinations from
Barranquilla with bisected 1° centavos stamps are q u ite
common during the period from July to October 1904
(Fig 19). There are also quite a few examples of uses
on piece. Apparently no lower valued stamps were
available in Barranquilla during this period. A domestic
cover sent 29 Aug 1904 to Bogota handstamped NO
HAY ESTAMP1LLAS/ PALO EL PORTE is
confirming evidence of the shortage (Fig 20).

frankings with stamps of older issues can be found
throughout 1904 and the first half of 1905. A few
covers are even known with stamps of this issue used
together with stamps of the Arango numeral issue,
It is an interesting (and somewhat difficult) task to
find examples of the stamps of this issue on covers
paying the rates described in the I 904 decree. As usual
the most numerous are covers weighing under 15 grams
sent to foreign destinations. My collection includes the
following origins and destinations:
Ambalema
Costa Rica
Barbacoas (Fig 2)
France
Bogota
Germany
Buenaventura (Fig 3) Italy
Panama
Cartagena
Chiquinquira (Fig 4) United States
Garzon (Fig 5)
Roldanillo (Fig 6)
S incelejo
Zapatoca (Fig 7)
None of the five centavos stamps on the above covers
are perforated. The Chiquinquird cover is franked by a
pair of 2 centavos stamps and a 1 centavo stamp in
blue green.
Double weight foreign covers are less common. I
have two to Costa Rica, from Barranquilla and Ocafta.
One is franked with a pair of 5 centavos stamps (Fig 8)
and one with a ten centavos stamp (Fig 9). A third,
somewhat damaged, cover from Buenaventura to New
York has ten I centavo stamps, a strip of six and a
block of four.
The 2 centavos domestic rate is represented in my
collection by a 17 Jun 1904 cover from Bogota to
Circuta (Fig 10). This cover is franked by a pair of the
1 centavo stamp in yellow green.
It is interesting that the postal rate decree did not
mention the existing stock of postal cards which had
been revalued from 2 centavos to 5 centavos due to the
1 March 1902 postal rate increase. Mailers apparently
were uncertain how to frank them. A revalued Pehlke
pictorial card sent as printed matter was mailed from
Bogota to Kaluga, Russia with two'/ centavo stamps
(Fig 11). It was marked postage due. On the other hand
an early 1905 use of a revalued card from Ocana
without any stamps added went through the mails
without penalty. Properly franked postal cards in my
collection were mailed from Popayan to New York (Fig
12) and Bogota to Germany with 2 centavos stamps. A
picture post card sent from Barranquilla to France has
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A COLOMBIA POSTAL MONEY ORDER ?
by Jim Cross
office by senor Pedro Pablo Gomez and which is sent
to you by the present mail.
This form was sent from Suaita 16 Jun 1897 and is
numbered 13. It has spaces to enter the amount and
type of currency being sent. At the right is a box stating
the amount of the Timbre Nacional attached. This form
states 30 centavos, but the attached revenue stamp is
only 20 centavos. The form is signed by Maria Josefa
de Gomeri, the Administrator.
Curiously, the form has the word senor printed for
both the sender and addressee. Apparently it was not
anticipated the females would use this service.
Anyone having additional information on this
service and how it relates to the use ofcubierta is urged
to submit it to me, so that it can be published for the
benefit of our members.

Until a few weeks ago 1 had never seen any
reference to a Colombian postal money order system.
As far as I knew the only way to send money by mail
was to enclose theta in an envelope and mail them by
insured mail (cubierta). The maximum amount that
could be sent in a single letter in the 1890's was 100
pesos and the fee was 10 centavos per 10 pesos or
fraction thereof, plus additional postage if the letter
weighed more than 15 grams.
You can imagine my surprise when the form shown
on the next page was offered for sale on ditty. It is a
printed form. The text reads:
"Senor Principal Administrator of the National
Mails of Bucaramanga. When seen please make
available to senor Leonidas Acevedo the sum of one

hundred and sixty two pesos in bills of the National
Bank packed , closed and sealed, introduced into this
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THE 1902 PROVISIONAL ISSUE OF TUMACO
From examination of a number of examples of both
values it seems that each value was printed from a
single type set form. Slight irregularities in the rule
used in the design are consistent for each value.
Notwithstanding that fact the stamps were printed in
sheets whose composition has not been established. A
1934 article` illustrates a horizontal strip of four of the
10c stamp and a vertically tete-beehe block of four of
the 5c. A vertically tale-bathe pair of the lOc is also
known (Fig 2.). Thus these stamps appear to have been
printed one at a time. Why the sheet of paper was
inverted during printing to provide the tête-beche
varieties is a mystery.
Used examples of these two stamps have been seen
cancelled with a circular AGENCIA POSTAL
NACIONAL DE TUMACO plus a killer consisting of
three concentric circles and also a double lined boxed
CORREOS/TUMACO/NACIONAL, (?). Regrettably
these cancels do not include a date. It has therefore not
been possible to determine whether the stamps
continued to be used tiller the end of the Civil War until
supplies of national stamps were once again available.
Covers are extremely rare. A somewhat damaged cover
from Tumaco to Barbacoas is illustrated on the color
page in this issue. This cover has on its reverse a
rubber stamped censor mark of the Provincial
Prefecture of Tumaco. Department of Cauca. A clearer
copy of this marking found on a I April 1901 cover
with the Tumaco provisional registration stamp is
shown below (Fig 3).

The Colombian "Guerra de Mil Dias" was fought
between October 1899 and November 1902. During
that period not only was the national postal service
badly disrupted, but rebel forces set up their own
administrations and in two locations. Citcuta and
Tumaco, issued their own stamps. In a previous article'
mention is made of two stamps issued in the latter
town. They are given fitll catalog status by Stanley
Gibbons (as a Civil War provisional), Yvert & Tether
and Michel. Scott and Temprano ignore them and
Barriga illustrates the 10c with a note that it is not
listed as it appears to have been unauthorized by the
national government.
The issue, made in 1902, consists of a 5c value
printed in deep gray-blue and a I Oc value in Venetian
red. both on off white paper (Fig 1).

Figure 1
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SMITH CACHETS ON PANAMA FIRST DAY COVERS
In my article in the previous issue, I briefly
mentioned the Smith cachets. No listing of these
cachets has appeared in the literature. Most are
approximately 3 inches square and centered vertically
about 1/2 inch from the left margin. All contain a picture
as well as text and the notation "A Smith Cover" in
small letters appears somewhere in the cachet so they
are easily recognizable.
In most instances the cachet reflects the subject of
the stamp issue. First Day covers were also prepared
for most of the surcharges and " HAB I LITADA" issues
between 1952 and 1964. For many of these a generic
cachet was used, but it was usually printed in a
different color each time it was used This fact is noted
in the tables below. There are also Smith cachets for
stamps of the unlisted 1956 Popes set. These are dated
2 Jul 1956.
Most of the cachets were printed in at least two
colors and they make a very colorful collection. There
is no information available about the number of covers
that were prepared for each cachet. The number
probably varied with more covers prepared for subjects
for which there was large demand from thematic
collectors, such as sports issues, popes issues or issues
LIST
DATE

related to the United Nations.
In a few instances, I only have black and white
photocopies of covers. No Smith FDC's are known
after the 6 Apr 1964 surcharge, Scott C298. except for
the 9 Oct 1964 Eleanor Roosevelt issue. These are
blank in the Cachet Colors column in the table below.
Smith cachets have not been recorded for:
22 Apr 1953 Icon I Oc Scott 387
22 Apr 1953 5c on 10c Scott C137
17 Aug 1957 15c pictorial Scott 409
15 Nov 1957 Buildings Airmail set Scott C189-C197
4 Jan 1959 Postal Tax Stamp Scott RA36
Sep 1959 Postal Tax Stamps Scott RA37-38
20 Jul 1960 Postal Tax Stamp Scott RA39
24 May 1961 Postal Tax Stamps Scott RA4O-RA4I
3 May 1962 Surcharged Semi-Postal Scott C271-2
I Jun 1962 Social Security Hospital Scott 440
21 Aug 1963 Four surcharges Scott C290A-C290D
20 Dec 1963 Winter Olympics Scott 447-447h
Feb 1964 I B HABILITADA Scott 451
If any reader has first day covers with Smith Cachets of
any of the above issues, please send photocopies to the
editor. On black and white photocopies please indicate
the cachet colors.

OF SMITH CACHETS ON PANAMA FIRST DAY COVERS

CACHET COLORS

SCOTT #'5

SUBJECT AND REMARKS

20 Oct 1952

Blue & Red

382-5, C131-6

Queen Isabella

15 Jul 1953

Black & Red

C138-9

La Estrella Newspaper

????

388

1c on 15c surcharge
Typical Panamanian Dress cachet used

4 Sep 1953
2 Nov 1953

Red, Blue & Gold

389-394, C140-5

Panama 50'' Anniversary

22 Dec 1953

Black & Red

C147

Surcharge on C139
15 Jul 1953 cachet with ms. "Habilitados"

23 Feb 1954

Black

C146

Surcharge on C138, 15 Jul 1953 cachet used

21 Apr 1944

Red & Green

395

1c pictorial

21 Jun 1954

Lt green & Yellow
brown

396

3c surcharge on 395

Dark blue & Red

397, C148-9

Gen. Thomas Herrera

23 Feb 1955

4 Dec 1954

Black & Gray

C150-2

Rotary International

16 Apr 1955

Dull blue

398

Tocumen Airport

25 May 1955

Blue & Red

C152a

Rotary International

DATE

CACHET COLORS

SCOTT #'5
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Gen Remon Cantera

Purple

399, C153

12 Sep 1955

Multi-colored

400

Province of Code

22 Nov 1955

Green, Brown & Gold

401-3, C155-6

75" Anniversary of French Canal

7 Dec 1955

Light & Dark blue

C154

Surcharge on C151

2 Jul 1956

Maroon & Dark
brown

Unlisted

Popes set, later repudiated by government

1 Jun 1955

18 Jul 1956

Red & Blue

C157-C180

Pan-American Conference
Congress of Municipalities

17 Aug 1956

Light green

404, C181-2

31 Oct 1956

Brown

405

Pres Carlos A. Mendoza

27 Nov 1956

Brown & Green

406-7, C183-4

Pres. Belisario Porras

Brown & Gray

408, C185-7

Pan-American Highway Congress

1 Aug 1957
13 Aug 1957

Green & Brown

0188

Surcharge on C153.
21 Jun 1954 cachet in new colors

12 Sep 1957

Red 8, Brown

410

Manuel Espinosa B.

21 Dec 1957

Red

411-2

Surcharges on 398

Red & Dark green

C198

Surcharge on 0148

11 Feb 1958
5 Mar 1958

Gray (C202a -black)

G199-202a

10th Anniversary of United Nations

6 Jun 1958

Red & Blue

413

Surcharge on 391

8 Sep 1958

Red & Blue

418-21, C207-9

Brussels Worlds Fair

21 Jan 1959

Dark violet & Gray

422, C210-2

Pope Pius X11

14 Apr 1959

Red & Blue

423-4,C23-7

Declaration of Human Rights

15 May 1959

Blue & Gray

425-6, C218-9

C.E.P.A.L. Reunion

Black & Light blue

427-9, C222-3

50" Anniversary National Institute

Blue & Gray

430-2, C224-6

3r0 Pan-American Games

5 Aug 1959
26 Oct 1959

Gray

C227-9

Refugee Year

23 Mar 1960

Blue & Green

C230-3

25' Anniversary of National University

23 Sep 1960

Black & Gray

433-4, C234-7

Rome Olympics

4 Oct 1960

????

C238-9

Census

1 Dec 1960

Black & Blue

C240-2

First Jet Service

3 Mar 1961

Red

435

Agricultural Census

7 Mar 1961

Black & Blue

C243

15' Anniversary of United Nations

2 May 1961

Blue & Orange

436, C245-7

Lions Club

6 Feb 1960

2 Jun 1961

????

0244

Refugee Year

6 Jul 1961

Black

C248-9

Surcharges on C230 & C236
23 Sep 1960 cachet with "HABILITADO" across
Olympic rings

5 Sep 1961

Blue-green & Black

C250

Surcharge on C236
23 Sep 1960 cachet with "HABiLITADO" below

2 Oct 1961

Red & Blue

437, C251

Meeting at Paso Canoe
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DATE

CACHET COLORS

SCOTT VS

SUBJECT AND REMARKS
Rehabilitation of Minors - Girls

Red & Brown

RA42-6

Blue-green & Black

RA47-51

Rehabilitation of Minors - Boys

20 Dec 1961

Red & Black

CB1-3

Anti-Malaria Campaign

27 Dec 1961

Blue & Black

C252

Dag Hammarskjold

21 Feb 1962

Blue-green & Red

0263-4

Surcharges on C230 & C236
23 Mar 1960 cachet with "HABILITADO • below

28 Feb 1962

Brown & Orange

438, C255

Central American Municipal Assembly

16 Mar 1962

Red, Blue & Black

439

Industrial & Commercial Census

20 Jul 1962

????

441-441J.
C256-65

Freedom of Religion

27 Jul 1962

Blue-green & Red

C266-70

Central America

12 Oct 1962

Light Blue & Dk blue

442, 473

Bridge of the Americas

19 Oct 1962

Light blue & Dk blue

C274-7

John Glenn Space Flight

8 Jan 1963

Dk blue-green & Red

C278

50th Anniversary of the U. P. A. E.

Black & Red

443-4, C279-81

75th Anniversary Panama Fire Brigade

CB4-6

Red Cross Centenary

C282-3

F. A. O. Freedom From Hunger

24 Nov 1961
1 Dec 1961

22 Jan 1963
4 Mar 1963

Red & Blue
& Dark

&

Caribbean Games

21 Mar 1963

Yellow-green
blue

18 Apr 1963

Blue & Orange

C284-6

Lions Club Convention

11 Jun 1963

Blue & Green

C287

Surcharge on 0230
21 Jun 1954 cachet in new colors

12 Aug 1963

Dark blue & Green

C288-9

Surcharges on 445 & 432
21 Jun 1954 cachet in new colors

20 Aug 1963

Red & Yellow-green

C290

Freedom of the Press

30 Aug 1963

Red & Black

445-445C

Various 4c surcharges
21 Jun 1954 cachet in new colors

9 Oct 1963

Black & Red

446, C291

Surcharges on 407 & C232
21 Jun 1954 cachet in new colors

18 Dec 1963

Red & Blue

448-SC, C292-4

Central American Presidents

22 Jan 1964

Red & Blue

449, C295

450' Anniversary of Discovery of the Pacific

7 Feb 196.4

Brown

RA52-6

Boy Scouts

7 Feb 1964

Violet

RA57-61

Girls Scouts

17 Feb 1964

????

C300-C321

Ecumenical Council

25 Feb 1964

Blue & Green

450,C296

Surcharges
26 Mar 1960 cachet with 'HABIL1TADO" below

30 Mar 1964

Brown & Green

0299

Surcharge on 444
21 Jun 1954 cachet in new colors

6 Apr 1964

Brown & Green

C298

Surcharge on 434
21 Jun 1954 cachet in new colors

9 Oct 1964

Blue & Dark blue

455, C330

Eleanor Roosevelt
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SOME PANAMA DISCOVERIES
by Jim Cross
stamps for many years, but the earliest that he had
found was one dated the following day 21 Nov 1906
In February of this year our member David Zemcr
from Norway visited Federico in Panama. It was
Federico's anniversary and slier dinner David's wife
announced that they had a present for him. It turned out
to be the elusive first day cover that Federico had been
looking for which is pictured on the front page of this
issue. The postmark does not show up well on the scan
of the cover, bocau se of the colored envelope. However,
the date is clearly struck. David found the cover in the
stock of a dealer in the Netherlands. who probably had
no idea that it was a first day cover.
I was recently offered a chance to look at a small lot
of more recent Panama covers including some with the
coat of arms stamps. Most of the lot was quite
ordinary, but one cover caught my eye. It is a domestic
airmail cover mailed from Ailigandi in the lntendencia
de San Bias to Mrs. C. J. Atkinson in Balboa C.Z.
This is the earliest recorded cover from Ailigandi and
the earliest example seen of airmail carried aboard the
planes which carried passengers and supplies from
Paitilla airport in the city of Panama to the San Bias
islands. There is an airstrip on one of the islands which
is the headquarters of the Intendencia. The island had
accommodations for visitors when I visited it in 1977,
but no Indian settlement

There has been some question about when the 1
March 1902 Colombian postal rate increase was
implemented in Panama. The late Dr. James B. Helme
believed that it was implemented on 14 April 1902. the
date of the earli es t use on cover that he had recorded.
included this information in my article on Panama
registered mail which was recently published in the
Collectors Club Philatelist. As a result of that article,
a collector in Canada who specializes in worldwide
covers with acknowledgment of receipt notified me that
he had a cover dated 7 April 1902. This find is
described in an addenda to my article which will be
published in the March-April 2003 issue of the CCP.
Then David Leeds wrote me that he had purchased a lot
of Panama covers including a number franked with the
map stamps of the 1892-1895 issue. Most of the lot
was unremarkable, but one commercial cover to New
York. shown below at 50% was not It is clearly dated
4 April 1902 While it could be a double rate (15-30
gams) cover, it seems more likely that it is a use at the

1902 rates.
Our member Federico Brid is the leading specialist
in the 1906 Hamilton Bank Note Co. issue. His
collection includes more than 300 uses of stamps of the
issue on cover. The one centesimo stamp of the issue
was placed on sale in August 1906, but the remaining
values were not placed on sale until 20 November.
Federico has been looking for a first day use of these

A short letter is enclosed in the cover. It is from
Mrs. A. Iglesias. who was apparently wife of a
protestant missionary working with the San Bias. It
reads:
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"My dear Mrs.Arkinson:
We were so happy to receive your good letter and
do appreciate your prayers on our behalf. The article
that you saw in the paper was put there to stir up
opposition against the work. An Indian from the
Catholic town of Nargana has taken it upon himself to
oppose the new mission, even to writing to the
President of Panama. Fortunately, the Intendente is in
favor of our effort to help the people of Mulatuppu.
Since Protestants are in the minority in Panama all
that we can do is 10 pray and trust God to work things
out. If we fight back it will only cause more trouble.
We are not working under any special church or

An unusual Panama cover is being offered on Ebay
as I write this. It is a cover from David addressed to the
city of Panama. It is franked with a bisected 10

mission board, but are trusting soley in our Lord and
Savior. We would appreciate your pra yers for the
work
In His Glad Service
Man,el Iglesias (Mrs. A.)"

have been sent to post offices in the Interior.
What is unusual about this cover is that the bisected
10 centavos stamp was not recognized as legitimate and
the letter was marked T for postage due with a 10
written in blue crayon beside it, presumably double the
amount of postage missing. The collection of the
postage due was indicated by affixing a copy of the
1894 10c on 50c surcharged stamp and cancelling it
with the same T PANAMA in a circle handstamp that
was used on the envelope to indicated the postage due.
This is the second recorded use of the 1894
surcharged stamps as postage due stamps and the
second recorded domestic cover from Panama with
postage due collected prior to independence. This
cover is illustrated on the color page in this issue.
This eBay listing is also an indication of just how
much the existence of the Internet is changing the world
of philately. The cover was listed for sale by a dealer in
Australia. Before the Internet it is unlikely that the
cover would have been seen by any of our members
who collect Panama covers. It might have sold in
Australia for the $9.95 which the dealer listed as the

centavos stamp of the 1892 map issue cancelled with
an undated AGENCIA DE CORREOS
SUBALTERNA DAVID handstamp. There is a
Panama receiving mark of 10 December 1894 on the
reverse. Several David covers with similar bisect
franking are known as well as some examples on piece.
These may have been used due to the sante stamp
shortages that led to the production of the 1894 1 e, 5c
and 10c overprints. None of the surcharged stamps has
been recorded with a David cancel and they may not

The San Bias tribe lives on a string of islands
located in the Gulf of Darien along the north coast of
Panama between Portobelo and the Colombian border.
They are extremely short, the men rarely taller than
4V and the women even shorter. During the time I was
stationed in the Canal Zone, men from the tribe worked
for the military, performing all of the K.P. duty in the
kitchens. There were about 40 working for my battalion
at Fort Clayton. They lived on one floor of a barracks
and were issued cots, bedding, and foot lockers similar
to those used by the soldiers. They loved baseball and
whenever they were not working in our kitchens, they
would be out playing a game on the quadrangle. don't
know when the practice of using San Blas for K.P.
started, but it was apparently a long-standing practice
by 1950. They took orders from older men who were

starting price. The cover sold for about fifteen times
that price and might have sold for more except that
several interested members conferred and decided not
to bid against each other.

apparently chiefs in their culture. Most spoke only their
native tongue. We were told that they usually worked
long enough to save money to buy a number of pigs
(which were a measure of wealth in their culture). This
would enable them to return to their islands and take a
wife.
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THE EDITOR'S COLUMN
by Jim Cross
I am looking forward to my trip to Panama later this
month. David Leeds and 1 will be joining a group of
about 20 collectors for an eight day trip.. I will be
carrying the latest draft of the Panama markings
handbook so that our members in Panama can review
it and furnish any additional information they have for
inclusion in the final publication.
Unfortunately the photo of the Puente de Calidonia
on the front cover of the previous issue did not
reproduce well, I had a good copy to start with, but it
was of no avail. While details are unclear, you can see
the bridge over the railroad which was certainly a poor
choice of sites at which to launch a frontal assault on
the Colombian soldiers defending the city.
Our former president Dr. Antonio Chedid has other
interests besides stamps. He has recently published,
under the nom-de-plume of Anthony Strong, a serious
study "The Phoenicians in Ifistory and Legend." It is
available as an electronic book for $5.95, a paperback
for $17.00 or a hard cover edition for $23.50 from the
publisher. A summary of the contents is available at
www. I stbooks.c.otn/bookview/12960.

2003 is the 125 6' anniversary of first Panama stamp
issue on 1 Sep 1878 and the centenary of Panama's
declaration of' independence on 3 Nov 1903. Several
things are planned for this year.besides the Panama
Postal Markings handbook. The September and
December issues of COPAL ARTA will feature articles
on Panama postal history, the first covering the history
to 1903 and the second the from 1903 to World War
The first article will include descriptions and
illustrations of "25 Gems of Panama Postal History",
the first time that they will he illustrated in one place.
I have drafted an article for the American Philatelist
and two articles are being planned for the Collectors
Club Philatelist. It is important for the future of the
philately of Panama and Colombia to publish articles
about our specialty in journals with a larger audience in
order to encourage other collectors to become interested
in our area. The centennial provides an excellent
opportunity. Overseas members should consider
preparing articles for journals in their languages..
JIM CROSS
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19-24 MAY 2003 CORINPHILA STAMP AUCTION

THE EUGENIO GEBAUER
SCAD•LLECTION (LARGE GOLD)
Corinphila Auctions is proud to announce that we
hove received instructions to sell by auction the late

EUGENIO GEBAUER
LARGE GOLD COLLECTION

SCADTA & AIRMAIL
OF COLOMBIA

Settler

VICENTE PUCCINI

with Multicolores and Consular stamps,
very specialised and mostly on covers, rare Consular
Moil with Scadta overprints such as BOLIVIA,

Puy r to Cci cabia

CANADA, CUBA, and MEXICO, including many
covers with handstamped overprints or mixed
(rankings with machine and hondstamped overprints.

The sale of this collection wos originally planned lof
November 2002 - the collection will now
be offered in a special session
during our Spring 2003 auction sale
from 19-24 May 2003.
To compliment the Gebauer collection

we are privileged to have been chosen
to offer a further important
CONPLAIA COLO/$131ANA
D
NAVEGACION AFREA
Porte sir.: $ 000

ALL WORLD AIRMAIL
collection (stamps and aerograms as well as covers)
with MEXICO and HONDURAS, AUSTRALIA with Ross

Smith cover and sheet, FRANCE including lie de
France set in vertical pairs, ITALY, RUSSIA with
outstanding Consular mail, and exceptional SPAIN.
Furthermore cm

important Gold Medal AIRMAIL

COLLECTION OF EGYPT

will he sectioned.
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ABOVE

Cover with Tumaco Provisional
10c sent to Barbacoas
(see page 53)

LEFT
1903 David registered cover
sent to Barranquilla
(see Market Report p44)

LEFT
1894 David cover to Panama
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Postage Due collected
(see page 58)
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COPAPHIL NEWS
NEW MEMBERS
392
DEAVER, Ken
1918 Parkhill Dr
393
HANNA. Max W
... 25803 Long Hill Ln
394
HERLIKOFER, Robert W , Box 945

.. . USA
Billing MT59102 ,
Spring TX 77373
USA
Mira Lorna CA 91752 .... LISA

REINSTATED
3529 Angus Valley Trail
C47
KING, David A
297
LIAKOPOULOS, Nicolas . Pty 6030 Box 025724
NEW OR CORRECTED ADDRESS ES
378
PASCUAL, Vicente A .
#V0172 8619 NW 68" St.
Mr. Deaver collects Colombia codes 02-04 & 1 1 and
Panama codes 54-55. Mr. Ilerklikofer collects Colombia
codes 01-10 & Panama codes 50-51 & 54-60.
During my visit to the Canal Zone museum in
Panama I found that the museum has a publication in
Spanish entitled "Los Titu los Valores del Canal Frances"
published in September 1997 by the Bolsa de Valores de
Panama S.A. to commemorate the opening of the
museum. This 41 page paper bound publication (12" x
I I ") discusses the financing of the attempt by the
Compagnie Universelle du Canal lnteroceanique de
Panama to dig the canal between 1889 and 1889. The
highlight of the pamphlet is the illustration in color of the
bonds issued by the company, its successor company, and
the stock certificates issued by the Panama Railroad
Company. While it is not mentioned in the book it is my
understanding that many, if not all, of the illustrations are
from the collection of our member Vicente A. Pascual.
For information about the book you can contact the
museum at pcmuseum@sinfo.net.

Ellicott City MD 21042
Miami FL 33102
Miami FL 33186

USA
USA
USA

Our new member Fritz Lange showed his exhibit of
19th century Panama Postal History in Singapore and
received a Gold Medal. Fritz also sent me a black and
white photocopy of the exhibit which will be forwarded
to our library.
This is the last issue of this volume of
COPACARTA and of course that means that its time
to renew your membership, if you have not already paid
in advance. Dues notices or confirmations of advance
payments are being mailed with this issue.
Pre-publication planning for the Handbook of
Panama Postal Markings to 1950 are well underway.
COPAPHIL members may purchase one copy each at
a special members prepublication price if they order
their copy prior to the 31" of October. See the flyer
enclosed with this issue for details.
Following his service as an apprentice judge at
EXFILBO 1903 Gian Marco Caruso has been certified
as a judge in Colombia.
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MY EXPERIENCES AT EXFILBO 2003
by Gian Marco Caruso
Encyclopedic Catalogue". Every stamp has complete
information about numbers in different catalogues,
quantities, impression techniques, varieties, forgeries,
and errors. It includes a color reproduction of every
stamp. Large Vermeil Medal with felicitations.
Manuel Arango presented this time a new work
called "Postal history of Santander States Mail". Great
collection with many postal documents of the Santander
Post offices, starting in the eighteenth century (with
pre-philatelic covers) and description of each issue with
covers and town cancellations. Large Vermeil Medal.
"Colombia Incoming Air Mail 1922-1937" was
another collection of James Johnson with profuse
cachets and covers from many countries. This is an
interesting topic to complete Colombian airmail history.
Large Vermeil Medal. Another interesting collection by
the same collector was "Colombia Incoming Mail
XfXth Century". This includes several classic covers
to Colombia from around the world..Vermeil Medal.
The "SCADTA Valiente Issue" is another good
collection shown for the first time by Santiago Cruz. It
is a good analysis of one of the earliest airmail issues of
Colombia. It uses illustrations and analyses, covers and
a lot of blocks and stamps to show the typographic
techniques, reconstruction of sheets, varieties, and
oddities of these five stamps, including the surcharges
made and designed by C. Valiente in Barranquilla in
1921. Large Vermeil Medal
The collection showed on this occasion by Carlos
Valenzuela was "1868-1886 United States of
Colombia." It includes all issues with covers and
cancellations and comparison and analysis of the
Michelsen's reprints made during and after this period
of Colombian postal history. Mr. Vaienzuela also
participated in the Literature Section with his hook
about Colombian Postal Rates which is a transcription
of the laws and decrees starting in the XVIII century
until 2000. Both received a Large Vermeil Medal.
Another unusual and interesting collection was
showed by Mario Ortiz, who showed all the steps in
stamp production from the design of the stamps thru
the printing techniques. The exhibit included all kinds
of material including specimens, overprints, proofs,
errors, reprints and perforation variations. Large
Vermeil Medal.
A good thematic collection was "Hand made" by
Miguel Roldan Perez. It included all types of activities
done by human hand, with hundred of examples. Large
Vermeil Medal.

1 had the opportunity to serve as an apprentice judge
at Exfillao-2003 (April 23-May 5) at Bogota. 1 felt
honored sharing my experience and knowledge with
Juan Santa Maria, President of the Jury, Brigitte
Kaplan, Hugo Goggel and Felipe Toro. They have
many years of experience attending and judging at
national and international shows. I will comment on the
exhibits in the order of the medals they received.
"Classic Colombia 1859-1870" by Alfred Frohlich.
is a great collection with all the varieties and "errors" of
the first issues. It has sufficient covers of every issue
and good analysis of each denomination with positions.
It has extensive examples of town cancellations. It is
his debut in a National Stamp Exposition. Large Gold
Medal and special prize.
"Estado Soberano and Departament of Santander"
by Augusto Peinado is a very interesting collection full
of covers and complete analysis of all issues. While not
as rich in postmarks as Antioquia, Santander does have
curious and unique town postmarks. Gold Medal.
"Postal History of the 1009 days Civil War
1899-1905" by James Cross. Great and complete
collection that 1 had seen before at Toronto when I was
there at CAPEX and met the owner. Complete historic
information with unique, extensive and unusual
examples from this difficult time in Colombian
philately. Gold medal and special prize.
I had the opportunity to see again (first was at FIP
Expo-Sevilla) the collection "First years of the
Honduras Air Mail" by Nasry Bendeck, a good and
unique exhibit of this subject. Gold Medal.
"SCADTA, Agencies and Agents" by James
Johnson offered an interesting way to learn part of the
history of the SCADTA company inside and outside of
Colombia. Consular agencies were shown in
alphabetical order and the collection illustrated almost
all the local and foreign agencies opened at that time
with good examples of covers with different advertising
seals and SCADTA cinderellas in many languages.
Gold medal and special prize.
"Crashed Flights" by Alfred Frohlich was reedited
and presented (after several years) with a new style in
chronological order and with "new" material. It is a
unique collection. Gold medal
In the Large Vermeil Medals, one of the most
interesting exhibits was developed by Javier Gutierrez,
who started years ago to compile and save all kinds of
information about all the Colombian issues. The result
is magnificent: a CD called "Colombia Data Filatelica,
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THE MARKET REPORT
by Debby Friedman
Corinphila sold the main part of the Eugenio
Gebauer collection of Colombia Airmail in 350 lots
May 22 in Zurich. There was also a group of 48 lots
headed "Different Colombian Airmails", none of
which were illustrated. These lots, that appeared to
be from a different owner(s), were poorly described.
Unless you asked for photocopies or were at the
auction, you could not really know what was
included. Given the sketchy descriptions, it is
difficult to comment on that section. I asked for
photos of one lot of 1921 provisional surcharges and
was amazed to find 3 copies of the extremely rare
double surcharges, each worthy of a separate,
photographed lot. The hammer price of SF3600
(1,000) showed that others did look at the lot. All
prices are the hammer prices, excluding the 17%
buyers commission; at this writing the Swiss Franc
is equal to 780.
Corinphila lists start prices (shown in () in the
text) rather than estimates and these tend to the low
side, a practice that can encourage more active
bidding, so an analysis of lots exceeding their
estimates is not necessarily meaningful. The
complete catalog and prices realized can be viewed
at www.Corinph iia.ch. Any one collecting
SCADTA should take a good look at the sale and
the prices realized. Instead of trying to do an overall
price analysis, I will make some general and specific
observations./ believe this was the largest collection
of SCADTA covers to be auctioned. The strength
was in consular material. Many of the covers weere
obtained when Gebauer was in Colombia in the late
1920's. In my opinion the collection was somewhat
disappointing. The Panama consular section had a
number of philatelic covers with but a few
interesting covers. Depth was uneven and many of
the items were not the best available of their type,
some with condition issues. The lesser-known Jack
Boonschaft collection sold by Harmers London in
the 1990's was a much higher quality collection.
While most Gebauer lots were photographed, writeups did not generally mention what was truly special
about a lot other than references to illustrations in
the Gebauer handbook. For example an October 18,
1920 cover flown on the first SCADTA flight was
noted as being somewhat battered and stained: no
mention was made of the cover's significance. It
brought a hammer price of CHF 1700 (300). When
a large collection is sold, the prices tend to he
stronger and this sale was well advertised. A bit
over 10% of the Gebauer lots did not sell as

compared to almost 30% of the additional lots. Stamps in
general brought weaker results, as would be expected in
this type of sale. The Gebauer name would attract
advanced collectors who would be buying very selectively.
A stamp realization of nate was a mint set of the two New
York EU lithographed overprints. These seldom seen
stamps brought CHF750 (the catalog cited a $5,000
catalog in the 1966 Gebauer Handbook, an obvious typo
corrected in the Gebauer-Londono book.
The section of Scott C 1's and the CCNA brought
reasonable but not spectacular prices; condition was
certainly a factor. Very strong prices were realized by
covers with C12-16. Hammer prices for these ranged from
CHF320-1.000 against starting prices of CHF200-750.
Covers with provisional surcharges had mixed results with
little enthusiasm shown for Rehr-Heydr covers; these are
philatelic in origin. A 2 May 1921 commercial cover with
a 300 provisional surcharge brought a strong CHF2200
(300) and an American Woolen Company cover with two
October 1921 surcharged stamps and a bisect of a third
brought CHF 1400 (600). A lovely single letter rate cover
from Apulo to Switzerland brought CHF440 (200)
reflecting interest in both covers to Switzerland and from
scarce origins. Results in the consular overprint section
varied depending on the country. Unlike in the US, airmail
collectors in Europe tend to include SCADTA consular
material in country collections. The strongest realizations
were for covers from Denmark, Italy, Spain, Sweden and
Venezuela; exhibit quality covers, especially with high
values properly used, even from more common countries
such as the US and Germany also sold well. The following
are some interesting realizations:
•
C6 mint CHF 1900 (1500: SCV $1250)
•
1923 300 stationery envelope used from Germany
CHF2200 (500)
1923 30e and 50 stationery envelopes mint CHF600
•
(300)
•
Cover from US with machine print EU on 5 Pesos CHF1100 (600)
Cover with France with handstamped F on 300
•
CHF540 (350)
Cover front Spain w/handstamped 30e 1921 issue
•
CHF850 (300)
•
Postal Card w/handstamped De Mexico CHF2400
(1,000)
Airmail Postal Card w/handstanoped Dc Mexico
•
CHF3,040 (1,000)
Sweden 30¢ consular used on cover from Norway
•
CHF4,000 (1500)
•
Venezuela handstamped large V 0112 300 CHF 1300
(200)
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PANAMA AT THE CENTENNIEL
by Jim Cross
Our group not only visited Miraflorcs Locks, but
also were taken to the locks control center and also
inside the locks where we could see how they are
operated.
We visited the Palacio de las Garzas which houses
the Panama presidential residence and offices. President
Mireya Moscoso stopped by to meet the group and
had the opportunity to shake hands and converse briefly
with her. My wife's family came from Pocri de los
Samos which is near Pedasi where the president was
horn.
Our member Nicolas Liakopulos had joined the
group that day. His family is also from Pocri and he
was the one who introduced me. Nicco, as everyone
calls hint, is the proprietor of a cafeteria located on the
site of the former Balboa railroad station. Our group
ate lunch there one day. The walls of its booths are
decorated with large panoramic photographs of various
sites in the Canal Zone taken in the 1920's and 1930's.
David Leeds who was horn in the Canal Zone and
lived there until the 1930's took pictures of as many of
the former Canal Zone post offices that we passed.
A number of members of the group mailed post
cards and letters from Gamboa which is now a Panama
post office. There was only one employee in the office.
She had a stock of a number of the recent
commemoratives and allowed us to cancel our cards
and envelopes ourselves. She has a large circular device
which is similar to those which came into use in
Panama in 1949. The stamp pad had blue ink. For the
first time in my life, I created a philatelic cover by
mailing myself an envelope containing a couple of
postal forms to stiffen the envelope. 1 suspect that the
Gamboa postmark during Panama administration after
1978 is rather scarce, judging by the limited number of
customers that use the post office. 1 would have liked to
register the letter in order to obtain the scarce
registration marking, but our group's schedule did not
allow enough time.
I was told that it would probably take at least ten
days for the letter to arrive. Although the Panama
airline, COPA, flies to several destinations in the
United States daily, it does not carry mail, because its
freight rate is higher than that of cargo planes, which
apparently do not fly every day.

As previously announced I joined a group of 23
American collectors who traveled to Panama during the
last week of March. The group was organized by Bob
Karrer of the Isthmian Collectors Club and included
collectors of post cards, coins, medals, bottles and other
memorabilia as well as stamps. Arrangements for the
trip were made by our member Vicente A. Pascual.
Vicente obtained special permissions which permitted
the group to visit a number of areas which arc not
usually open to tourists. Other COPAPHIL members
who made the trip included David King and David
Leeds and we were joined for part of the events by
"Nicco" Liakapoulous.
One evening we attended a special meeting of the
Panama Historical Society at which a paper was read
concerning the Third Locks project. We were joined at
this meeting by some of our Panama members,
including Federico Brid, Dr. Ernesto Arosemcna,
Vicente B. Pascual and Jose Porta. David Leeds and 1
also spent an afternoon visiting Federico Brid. This
gave us an opportunity to see some of the items in his
collection as well as view his files of postal inforntation
taken from the Gaceta de Panama and Panama
newspapers. Federico has complete microfilms of this
material, but has not had an opportunity to study the
later material, since he has had limited access to a
microfilm reader since moving to Panama.
We also looked over the notebooks which contain
Dr. Helme's notes which were left to Federico in Dr.
Helme's will. These are extensive and an important
reference source for Panama philately.
This was my first visit to Panama since 1977 arid
I found many changes. Panama city has grown. A
causeway now crosses the part of Panama Bay east of
Punto Paitilla. This is a toll road which connects the
city with Tocumen airport. Most of the former U.S.
military bases and Panama Canal housing areas are
now open to the public and many of the homes have
been purchased by Panamanians. A resort hotel has
been built at Gamboa. It has a aerial tramway which
carries visitors to the top of a nearby hill where a 130
foot tower has been constructed to allow tourists to
view the top of the rain forest canopy and its fauna and
flora. The resort also offers fishing trips on Gatun
Lake.
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THEY GOT THEIR TWO CENTS WORTH
by

Jim Cross

Colombia issued its first two centavos stamp in
1871. It was probably issued to pay the new two
centavos fee for a letter addressed to the office in which
it was mailed (Article I of the modification to the Law
of 15 J un 1866 published in Diario Official 2234 5 May
1871). In the next 21 years Colombia issued eight
additional 2 centavos stamps and two 2 centavos
stamps for use in Panama as described below:
In addition to the local drop rate 2 centavos was the
fee on printed matter weighing 200-400 grams from
1871 to 1881. The second U.P.U. tariff effective I
November 1881 authorized a two centavos postal card
rate. but this referred to government issued postal
cards, rather than private post cards. The U.P.U. rates
also included a 2 centavos printed matter rate for items
weighing 50-100 grams and a two centavos rate for
samples weighing up to 100 grams. The evidence
suggests that the volume of mail at these rates was low.
The second U.P.U. tariff raised the foreign letter
rate from 5 centavos to 7 centavos for 15 grams. This
rate was only in effect for two months from 1 Nov
1881 thru 31 Dec 1881. During these two months the
rate was usually paid using a 5 centavos stamp and a 2
centavos stamp. Only a few covers have been recorded
illustrating this use and the uses listed above. Most
recorded covers with 2 centavos stamps dated prior to
1899 are foreign letters sent by stamp dealers franked
by combinations of lower valued stamps. It is probable
that most loose examples of used 2 centavos stamps
come from such covers.
Covers showing the rates described above are
scarce enough that it is appropriate to record and
illustrate those that are known. Obviously they are also
valuable – thus the title of this article. Anyone who
saved a scarce 2 centavos cover, now has an item worth
at least $500 in my opinion – a good return on the
investment.
The 1871 Issue
The 1871 stamp is found in both dark brown and
reddish brown. In spite of the fact that it remained in
use for ten years, COPAPH1L has recorded no uses of
the stamp on cover. I have two loose stamps with
Medellin manuscript cancels and one with an oval
Medellin hand stamp. Shown below are a reddish-brown
stamp with a PANAMA oval and dark-brown stamps
with parts of SOCORRO FRANCA and VELEZ ovals.

Michelson reprints of these stamps exist. The easiest
way to detect them is that the letters OS of DOS at the
bottom run together, while they are separated on the
issued stamps. There are also forgeries which can be
easily detected because the flagpoles going to the upper
corners are a single line, rather than two lines.
The 1881 Domestic Issue
The 2 centavos stamp of this issue is quite scarce in
used condition. The limited covers from this period that
exist indicate that the stamps of the U.P.U. issue were
sometimes used instead on domestic mail. It is not
known exactly when the stamps of the issue were
retired. The stamp shown below with an inverted
BOGOTA cancel is the only item in my collection with
a legible cancel. No uses of the stamp on cover have
been reported.

The 1881 U.P.U. Issue
This stamp was printed in both vermillion and rose.
It differs from the other stamps of the issue which have
diagonal numerals in the corners. This stamp has the
number straight up and down. I know of no covers with
a single 2 centavos stamp paying one of the rates for
which it was valid. The Castillejo collection sold by
AFINSA in November 1999 had a bisect of the 2
centavos stamp in rose used to pay the I centavo
printed matter rate on a cover from Panama to England.
It was mailed in March, but the year is illegible. It was
probably 1882 or 1883. The sale also had a domestic
cover with a I c and two 2c stamps in rose paying the 5
centavos domestic letter rate on an 1883 registered
cover sent from Panama to Cali and subsequently
forwarded to Cartago.
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Bogota to New York with this stamp paying the printed
matter rate on a publication weighing 50-100 grams. I
recently purchased the item illustrated on the front
cover on cBay. The message side of the cover is
illustrated below. It is a message in Spanish from a
traveling tobacco salesman to his customers printed on
the message side of a United States I cent postal card.
The card was mailed 30 Nov 1886 from Colon to
Panama with a 2 centavos stamp affixed over the preprinted U.S. stamp. This is now the earliest recorded
private post card use in Colombia.
The 1887 Lssue
This stamp was printed in orange red on rose,
yellowish and white papers. Again covers are very
scarce. A number of philatelic covers are known from
Bogota. They are local letters mailed by William Curtis
to himself in 1890. The stamps on these covers are the
usually the orange red on yellowish variety.

The 1883 Imperforate Issue
This stamp is a redrawn version of the 1881 2
centavos stamp on which the top corner numbcis are
diagonal. Catalogs list the set including this stamp as
issued in 1883. The period of use was apparently short
since the perforated arms stamps were issued in the
same year, This 2 centavos stamp has not been
recorded on cover. The stamp shown below shows it
was sent to the post office in Panama.
The 1883 Perforated Issue
This stamp was issued in 1883 and continued to be
available in some post offices until it was demonetized
in 1889. Stamps are known in red and orange red on
rose paper and in red on buff paper. There is a variety
on which "DE LDS" at the top of the stamp is in very
small capital letters. Although the stamps were used for
six years, they are quite scarce on cover. The Robert
Willer collection contains a swapper mailed from
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The 1890 Woe
The 2 centavos stamp of this issue was printed in
orange red on rose paper by Luis F Villaveces. No
single uses of this stamp on cover have been recorded.
Illustrated below is a pair on piece with a 13 Nov 1890
Bogota cancel and a used single with part of a Class 9
oval Buenaventura cancel from 1891. The pair was
probably left on piece, because the left stamp as they
are shown upside down has badly shifted perforations.
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The 1892 Issue in Red
The reason for this stamp is a bit of a mystery.
Perhaps the die from of the 1890 issue was damaged or
perhaps it became known that Villaveces had made
unauthorized reprints of some of the previous stamps
which he had printed. This stamp was printed by
Dcmetrio Paredes and it was issued before the rest of
the set with which it is listed, perhaps even as early as
1891. No uses on cover have been recorded. Two used
examples from Bogota are shown. The left stamp has
a clear cancel of 19 Jun 1892.

of the stamp on cover are known and only two uses of
the stamp in combination with others to pay a higher
rate have been recorded. Both were mailed from Colon.
Loose stamps that show a date of use are scarce – no
more than a couple of dozen exist, most cancelled
stamps show only the killer portion of a duplex cancel.
Reprints or "favor printings" were sold to Gustave
Michelson and William Curtis. Dr. Helme discussed
these in a separate article in the Collector's Club
Philatelist for November-December 1988. This 11 May
1888 cancel from the city of Panama is the earliest
known. The cancel is clear, but may not show up on the
illustration, because of the color of the background.

The 1892 Issue in Green
Although the previous stamp had just been issued
and there must have been a stock available, it was
demonetized along with the rest of the 1890 issues and
replaced by a stamp in the same design printed in green
on 4 July 1892. Paredes may have made the first
printing of this stamp from the same stone that had
beat used for the stamps in red. This stamp was used
for a decade in most of Colombia. It is also found in
yellow green. I have previously illustrated its use on a
private post card from Popayan in 1892. Prior to the
recent discovery this was the earliest private post card
use in Colombia. Although my collection includes two
covers with the 2 centavos printed matter rate from this
period, both are franked with pairs of 1 centavo stamps
and I have not seen a printed matter use of this stamp
prior to 1900. The first picture post card from
Colombia dated 30 Dec 1898 has this stamp and there
are probably at least a dozen other post cards with this
stamp used before the use of post cards was imerrupted
by "The Thousand Days" civil war. Philatelic uses of
this stamp in combinations with others to pay higher
postage rates are quite common
The 1888 issue for Panama
Dr. James Helme discussed this stamp in detail in
his articles on this issue in the Collector's Club
Philatelist in July-August 1986 and March-April
1990.. It was printed by Luis F Villaveces. in black on
pink and salmon papers. Dr. Helme concluded that
approximately 82,000 stamps were printed, with over
75% sent to Panama and the rest to Colon. Audits show
those sent to the Panama post office were sold out more
than a year before the next issue arrived. No single uses

The 1892 issue for Panama.
This 2 centavos stamp was printed by the American
Bank Note Company and placed on sale on t January
1892. In an article in the Canal Zone Philatelist for the
Second Quarter of 2002 p26. David Zemer published
documentation which indicates that the die for this
stamp was prepared in April 1888 by the ABNCo. and
numbered C184. This suggests that Panama officials
may have ordered stamps from the ABNCo.. while the
Colombian government was having them printed in
Bogota. An alternative explanation is that the ABNCo.
prepared the die as an essay in an attempt to get a
contract for printing the Panama stamps, which it did
get in 1892. When the 2 centavos stamp was finally
issued the die was renumbered as C625. This stamp
was in use for eleven years prior to independence and
received various surcharges after independence..
COPAPHIL has no record of a single use of this
stamp on cover until the earliest picture post card from
Panama in 1899. Uses on post cards from 1899 thru
1902 when the rate was raised are fairly common.
Philatelic uses of this stamp prior to 1900 in
combination with other stamps are known on a number
of covers, many from the Mallett correspondence.
Summary.
Single uses of the 19th century 2 centavos stamps of
Colombia on cover before picture post cards came into
use in 1899 are extremely scarce. The few that exist are
gems of Colombian postal history comparable to the
covers of the classic issues of 1859-1865 and the early
airmail covers, but they have not been recognized as
such by collectors.
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L.I.A.D.C.A., THE LINEAS AEREAS DEL CAUCA
by Debbie Freidman
Davies' "Airlines ofLcrtin America". giving no details.
There is a chapter in the book Aviacion in Colombia by
Jose Ignacio Forero, but it turns out the details given
suffer from fuzzy memory. He doesn't even give the
correct year for the flights. The facts, in so far as I can
find them, provide an interesting look at the difficulties
encountered in expanding air mail service in Colombia
and in identifying covers flown by LIADCA.

For all that has been written about SCADTA
operations, there is almost nothing in the philatelic
literature about the operations of LIADCA. Kessler
lists a May 23, 1924 LIADCA flight in the cover
section of The Air Posts of Colombia. That listing
states:
"Cali-Medellin, venture by the 'Lineas Aereas del
Cauca'. a new company subsidized to the extent of
$30,000.00 by the Colombian Government. The
opening had been arranged for early May, but did not
take place until the 23'. Covers bear cachet, as
illustrated, with various dates anterior to the 23',
applied by a separate rubber handstamp. Cachet in
blue. 42 covers carried. Plane cracked up in the take
off, line never opened." (p.98)
This text is repeated in subsequent listings in
Gebauer and Gebauer-Londono. The listing suggests
LIADCA was a separate company, that this was the
only flight and that the mail was not successfully
carried to Medellin. It is clear that this was a SCADTA
creation and operation. The SCADTA report for the
first quarter of 1924 has a section about LIAnCA.

(Informe Que Los Directores Delgados. Tecnico y
Comercial De La Soceidad Colombo-Alemana de
Transportes Aereo, pp 6-7) Guicciardi is named as in

FIGURE 1 - 23 MAY1924 COVER MEDELLIN-CALI.

charge of technical direction of the effort and it says he
had already made several flights. It indicates that
Medellin and Manizales are mountainous locations, and
they decided to set up the operation as a subsidiary
until the route was developed. The planes were
therefore leased to LIADCA. Clearly there was concern
about the risks involved. This was to be the first time
they were trying to use land planes for an entire route.
The story of LIADCA illustrates the difficulties of
establishing new air mail routes in Colombia in this
period.. To fly between Medellin, Cali and Manizales,
a plane with wheels was required as there were no
rivers to land on. Medellin is ringed by mountains and.
Manizales is on the side of a mountain; landing was a
challenge. The Fokker CII planes (a biplane model)
SCADTA bought, were the first land planes they tried
to put into regular service.
The acquisition of a cover from the flight mentioned
in Kessler(Figure 1) led to a new look at LIADCA's
operations. First it should be said that the basis for the
"facts" in the Kessler listing cannot be established.
There is but a brief reference to LIADCA in Ron

In September 1921 SCADTA began regular service
on its first route – along the Magdalena River.
Hydroplanes were used and land connections brought
mail to and from the cities where planes did not land.
Mail was cancelled by SCADTA at the sending office.
Until the flights undertaken by LIADCA. SCADTA
still flew only its original route and used only
hydroplanes. SCADTA did not mark its early first and
survey flights with special cachets as was done
beginning in 1925. Since LIADCA was a creation of
SCADTA, although operated as a subsidiary.
SCADTA cancellations were applied to mail carried by
LIADCA. Asa result it is extremely difficult to identify
covers that were carried by LIADCA.
Over 60 years ago, the late John Myer laboriously
read through available newspaper archives in the
Library of Congress and the Pan American Union and
transcribed every reference he could find about air mail
developments between 1919 and 1929. These notes
were used as references for articles that he published on
air mail.
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Colombiana de Navegacion Aerea) plane. the Goliath.
crashing in that April 16. 1922. According to the
biography in the 1995 book by Fiorenzo Longhi. Piloti
ed Aerei Italiani dal Pacifico alle Ande. he continued
flying in Colombia for SCADTA, then for the
subsidiary of SCADTA. LIADCA, and then again for
SCADTA. He moved to Cali where he died a bachelor
in 1947. (pp.249-50)
There is nothing in John Myer's notes that
substantiates the number of covers flown on the May
23" flight or any other. The cover illustrated is the only
one from this flight that I have seen in almost thirty-five
years. Based on newspaper reports. mail was carried on
more than one flight. In addition to May 23, mail was
carried on the June 16 flight from Medellin to
Manizales. The June 18 flight from Manizales to Cali
would also have carried mail. An aerogram carried on
the June 18 flight is shown in Figure 3.

The notebook includes a significant number of
references to LIADCA. The documentation recorded by
John Myer established eight flights completed, as
follows:
Barranquilla - Medellin.
December 30, 1923.
(Crash landed in Medellin).
Barranquilla - Medellin.
March 2, 1924.
Medellin - Manizales.
April 20, 1924.
May ?, 1924.
Manizales - Cali.
May 23, 1924.
Cali - Medellin.
June 16. 1924.
Medellin - Manizales.
June 18, 1924.
Manizales - Cali.
June 21, 1924.
Cali - to Cartago.
Crashed near Sevilla_
End of the "Manizales".
The December 23. 1923 flight was made by the
"Cali". All other flights were made by the "Manizales."
The newspapers Myer searched showed only Ferruccio
Guicciardi as the pilot. (Figure 2).
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FIGURE 3 -18 JUN 1924 COVER MANIZALES-CALI
Covers are identifiable by the dates and
cancellations. The two covers illustrated in this article
are the only ones l have found that arc clearly linked to
completed LIADCA flights. There is an April 30, 1924
cover from Manizales to Cali that has a marking
"Premier Vuelo Medellin-Manizales-Cali, but it does
not fit the dates of confirmed flights.
Because there are few correct facts in print about
LIADCA, the following summarizes the information
gleaned from Myer's notes:
Barranquilla. December 26, 1923.
Guicciardi left for Medellin on the Fokker "Cali"
with the purpose of establishing air mail service
between Cali and Manizales.
Medellin. December 26, 1923.
From Barranquilla it was announced last night
that Guicciardi will leave for Medellin this
morning and should arrive in the early afternoon
to start the air mail service between this city,
Manizales and Cali. Everyone is waiting for him.

FIGURE 2 - FERRUCCIO GUICCIARDI
Interestingly, there is no mention in newspaper
reports copied by Myer that Forero was even on any of
the flights. Passengers, if any, were named. Guicciardi
was an Italian aviator, born in Modena, Italy in 1895.
He is best known as the pilot of the CCNA (Campania
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Medellin. June 16, 1924.
Guicciardi left Medellin at 12:35 p.m. and landed
in Manizales with passengers and mail.
Medellin. June 18. 1924.
Guieciardi left Manizales and landed in Cali.
Cali. June 21, 1924.
On a flight to Cartago for the festivities of the
joining of the Antioquia and Caldas Railroads,
Guicciardi crashed the "Manizales" near
Sevilla.
Cartago_ July 18, 1924.
Guicciardi on his way to Bogota looking for
parts to repair the "Manizales". (This is
effectively the end of LIADCA)
Myer noted on December 31, 1924 SCADTA's
report for 1924 states that the SCADTA fleet consists
of 5 hydro-planes (one being assembled) and one
LIADCA plane. (No other mention of LIADCA but
report gots on to explain the funding problems of
COSADA and that this company will start regular
service in early 1925.
The only other reference to LIADCA found was in
an article by Dr. Peter Paul van Bauer in "Commercial
Aviation in Colombia" in the November 1924 Bulletin
of the Pan American Union, p. 1137. The article was
not published on a timely basis. It must have been
written in late 1923. It also should be noted that there
I have found no documentation that indicates there was
a LIADCA flight to Popayan. Von Bauer wrote:
"The successful results achieved by the SCADTA
have influenced many actions of the Republic, hitherto
not directly benefited by the hydroairplane service, to
start local aviation companies for the purpose of
uniting by airplane important cities, distant from water
routes and therefore hydroairplane service, with other
cities already provided with air communication. The
two most advanced projects for this purpose were the
airplane line to be operated by the Compania
Santadereana de Aviation from Puerto Wilches, on the
Magdalena River. to Bucaramanga and Cucuta, and a
second airplane line between Medellin, Cali and
Popayari, which is being organized under the auspices
of the SCADTA by Ferruccio Guicciardi, an Italian
aviator. After the inauguration of these tines, expected
next year, Colombia will be provided with a system of
air routes embracing all the commercial centers of the
country, the most complete of which any nation can
boast."
1 would like to acknowledge the assistance of Alex
Rendon in the preparation of this article_ If any readers
have primary source documents that would add to the
story of LIADCA or covers that appear to have been
carried on any of its flights, please contact me at
rbreuer I @nycap.recom.

Calmar. December 29, 1923.
Guleciardi flew over town southbound. Shortly
after, he returned and landed. Guicciardi
claimed there was something wrong with the
engine. At 2 p.m. one of the SCADTA planes
arrived with spare parts and the two planes
returned to Barranquilla.
Medellin. December 30, 1923.
Guicciardi left Barranquilla at 6:50 a.m. and
arrived in Puerto Wilehes at 10:50 a.m.
Resumed flight at 2:45 p.m. and crash-landed in
Medellin at 4:50 p.m. wrecking the plane.
Medellin. January 10, 1924.
The SCADTA technician that came to examine
the wreck has returned to Barranquilla.
Guicciardi will leave for Barranquilla shortly to
bring the other Fokker and start the air service
with Cali.
Barranquilla. January 24, 1924.
Yesterday 3 planes flew over the city in
formation: one belonging to SCADTA, other to
COSADA and the third to the Lineas del Cauca.
Medellin. March 2, 1924.
Guicciardi arrived safety today at 3 p.m.with the
new plane. As soon as the weather improves. he
will leave for Manizales and Cali.
Medellin. March 11, 1924.
These days Guicciardi has been making "sport"
flights over the city.
Medellin. March 24, 1924.
Guicciardi will make two trial flights over
the city and next Wednesday the 26' some
-sport" flights.
Medellin. April 20, 1924.
Guicciardi left for Manizales.
Manizales. April 24, 1924.
Plane christened the "Marinates".
Manizales. April 28, 1924.
Guicciardi has been making many "sport"
flights over the city.
Cali. May 22, 1924.
Plane took off in the afternoon to start service
with Manizales and Medellin, but landed again
with Guicciardi claiming the weather was too
bad. Public claims that -Guicciardi is so happy
in Cali he doesn't want to leave the city".
Medellin. May 24, 1924.
Guicciardi left Cali May 23' (Friday) at 1:15
p.m. and landed in Medellin at 4:15 p.m. with
passengers and mail. Service will start as soon as
the landing field in Cali is ready.
Medellin. June 13, 1924.
Guicciardi left for Cali with two passengers
(Jose Ugarte and Alejandro de la Torre) but
returned after 72 hr. due to heavy clouds.
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'DEFENSA NACIONAL' FISCALS ON A DOCUMENT
by Bill Welch
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(60% of actual size)
centavos in National Defense stamps. As per
instructions on the document, the stamps are affixed to
it and tied with perforating "ANULADA" cancels, as
well as an extremely faint "Administration Hacienda I
Defensa Nactional" boxed handstamp cancel in purple.
The overprinted stamps are the tall-format revenues
believed to have been issued first in 1936. The 5-peso
fee is paid with a 4-peso yellow-orange and a pair of
50c olive-green fiscals, without imprints. The 20centavos penalty is paid with a pair of I Oc blue-green
stamps with the imprint of Thomas De La Rue, Ltd.
Londres.
National Defense overprints in several typefaces and
styles are found on fiscats from the late 1920s into the
early 1940s. including stamps printed by Bradbury

Enlistment papers of a Colombian army reservist in
August 1939 reveal what no doubt was a major use of
the heretofore obscure Defensa Nacional revenues. The
enlistment form was folded and glued into a twentyfour-page booklet, possession of which attested to the
owner having fulfilled the requirements of Obligatory
Military Service in peacetime. by paying the
appropriate sum to the National Defence Fund.
This sum of 5 pesos was paid with revenue stamps
bearing Defensa Nacional overprints. The Third
Classification Act also stipulated a one-percent-permonth penalty for late enlistment. Because the act was
adopted in April 1939 and 21-year-old Leon de Jesus
Restapo A of Medellin did not sign up until four
months later, he thus had to pay an additional 20
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Legislative Decree No. 707 of 1927. (It's not clear
whether this fine was to be paid in Delensa Nacional
stamps.) In case of a general mobilization, reservists
were to report to the commander of the nearest military
district. Citizens living abroad were directed to report
to the appropriate Consulate or Legation. Citizens
under 15 or over 50 years of age were not required to
serve.
As outlined in his service booklet, the reservist faced
a lengthy commitment. He would he a member of the
first-line Army until 1948, then a member of the
second-line Army National Guard until 1958, and
finally a member of the Territorial Guard or the thirdline Army until December 31, 1968, at which point he
would be 50 years of age. It's no wonder the booklet is
in tatters!

Wilkinson & Co. and Waterlow & Sons, in addition to
De La Rue. All are scarce. Based on citations in the
booklet the creation of National Defense overprints
seems to have been linked to Decree 2020 of 1927,
Decree 53 of 1937, and Act 3 of April 22. 1939.
The reservist was required to keep the 95 x 130mm.
booklet with him at all times and to maintain it in good
condition. In case of damage or loss, he could obtain a
replacement from the District Commander by payment
of its value (I peso) in National Defense stamps. If the
reservist changed his address from one municipality to
another for more than three months, he had to appear
hefore the A lcaldia of the place that he was leaving and
before the one of the place where he was going to
reside, so that he could be registered accordingly.
Failure to fulfill this requirement could be punished
with a fine of I peso to 10 pesos. under Article II of
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ABNCO_ ARCHIVE PRODUCTION FILE
OF THE PANAMA MAP STAMP PRINTED IN 1908
by David T. Zemer
some of this material that has significance for both the
Canal Zone collector and the Panama collector. This
article describes what was written on a map card from
one of these production Mts and how it relates to other
Panama map stamps including several that were
overprinted for use in the Canal. Zone,

On September 12, 1990, at the Christie's sale in
New York City, the American Banknote Companys
archive material was sold at auction. (I) Most of the
Panama Canal Zone material was in Lots 8 - 67. While
the Panama material was in Lots 511- 602. To date
little has been published on the Panama kits. A
significant subset of these lots is referred to as the
production file lots. They arc important to Panama
collectors because they contained most, if not all, of the
existing original photographs, hand painted essays, and
pre-production die proofs as well as die proofs
approved for product ion. f 'urthermore some production
lots had nearly complete files with plate proofs and
collateral material used during the production process.
In a few lots there are also notes that relate to the
production of a stamp for the Canal Zone and not for
Panama.
As this year is the 100 anniversary of the
independence of the Republic of Panama from
Colombia it seemed an appropriate time to publish
Lot 4 ' Year
19 1 i
1904
326
1909
330
1909 A
536 _ 1909
1916
5-42

514
5/8

Value
I/21:.
lc
Ic
2 112c
lOc
Sc

1908 ABNCo PRODUCTION FILES
There were six lots with material for the Panama
stamps produced in 1908 which Scott lists as being
issued from 1909 to 1916. There were other lots that
contained the final stamps with the SPECIMEN
overprint and security hole as well as complete
specimen booklets and uncut panes. The lot containing
the 2c Cordoba material also contained the 5c
Arosemena production material. A brief summary using
Christie's descriptions is given in Table I. 'file last
column contains the Scott number of t he s-tamp, without
the P for Proof, derived from the material in each lot.

Christie's Description
Map production Ilk
Balboa Production file
Cordoba small die Proof
Arms production
–Obaldia production file
Hurtado small die proof

Christie's Scott #
195
197
198
201
213P

' Correct Scott #
I 96
197
198 -i- 200
199
201
• 213

Table I - AlitNCo ProMiriloo Filec for Panama Stamps Produred in Mk

MAP PRODUCTION FILE
Lot 514, the 1909 1/2 c Map production file, was
erroneously identified as containing material for the
orange colored stamp Scott 145 instead of the rose
colored stamp Scott 196, The rose colored stamp was
printed in1908 but not released by Panama until 1915.
Scats 195 was produced in 1910 and released in 1911.
The map lot contained three items.'l'he first was a
rose colored stamp size composite model with the
words "200 on" and "F 1518". Next was a large die
proof in rose color stamped on the front "FOR
APPROVAL, APR 27 1908". Written on the card
below the die proof in pencil were initials, date, and
"OK". On the back are numerous dates and time
stamps of various departments at the ABNCo as well
as "F 1518".

These lots had drawings or photographs pasted onto
stiff cards that appear to be typieal of those from a
photographer's studio. With the exception of the map
card in Lot 514 each of the cards had a 1906 Hamilton
Bank Note Co. (HBNCo,) stamp with the same subject
as that on the card. The map card had the 2c Panama
map stamp, Scott 1 80, overprinted and first issued in
the Canal Zone in December 1904 and then issued in
Panama in 1905. That stamp had been printed by the
ABNCo. All cards had notes concerning the number of
stamps to be printed and some had numbers preceded
by C or F. Five ABNCO. stamps, the lc, 2c, 5c,8c and
10c were overprinted CANAL ZONE by the Canal
Zone postal authorities or by the ABNCo..
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paste-on label bordered in red had "Stamp C 625"
written on it in red ink. The part of the label with 625
had been previously rubbed hard enough to take away
some of the paper where 625 was then written. Under
the digit "5" one can see a faint "4" in red ink. Under
the digits "62" there are also other traces of other digits
in red ink but they' have not been identified.. There is
also a stamped number 01518 in red to the left of the
manuscript F 389.
The order number F 1518 is written twice in blue
ink, once below the crossed out red F 389 and once
more to the right of it where it is written over "- 389"
which was in pencil and had not t 'en erased. All other
writing is in pencil. At the top of the card "2c Panama
Stamp May 1904 - C 625" was clearly written. there
had been other writing where this had been written but
most of the previous writing had been erased.. The
previous words were in pencil and as the card was quite
sturdy indentations were left in the paper.
As far as I could see the previous writing contained
the letter "I" under the letter "n" in Panama and a "b"
under the "m" in Panama that could fit the word
"Colombia". It appeared that the word "Stamp" had
been partially erased and overwritten by the same word,
"Stamp'. Under the word "May" the rubbed out word
"April" can be read. Under the "4" in 1904 an "8" can
be read. Under "62" "184" is seen.
Below this the name "Seymour" has been written
where another word or words had been erased. To the
right of it the letter "F" has been erased. In the middle
of the back is an area that has been partially erased and
overwritten with "1/2c - 10e - lc - 2c - 13 c". Nothing
of the previous writing is discernable.
The last writing in pencil is "Republica de Panama",
perhaps over some previous writing, and to the right of
this is the name or trademark COLLINS CARD
surrounded by two ovals embossed into the card.

Lastly the map card was described as the "... original
map from which some design work was derived and
with notation regarding the numbers of stamps to be
printed, affixed to thick card. 187 x 132 mm., with
1905 2c stamp affixed to illustrate the intended changes
in design ...". These three items were partially shown
on the facing page of the auction catalog in black and
white. They arc illustrated on the Color Page in this
issue.
FRONT OF THE MAP CARD
The map on the card is not an original map printed
on paper but rather a photograph of a map. The
original map had been photographically reduced to 141
mm x 87 mm. With the help of a magnifying glass even
the smallest print on it is easily readable. This map is
in Spanish and shows a proposed route for a "Canal de
Panama'.
There was no copyright or date on the map nor was
there an atlas reference, page number or legend. The
map was designed or published by Borrnay & Co.,
N.Y. At the top of the front of the card in red ink is "F
389" and in Spanish "iqual 6 estampilla que se halla al
pie ", which roughly translates to " the same as the
stamp at the bottom ". The "F 389" has been crossed
out with 3 lines of blue ink and replaced by "F 1518"
also in blue ink. At the bottom in red ink is "1.000.000
estampillas." On the map itself the title "CARTA
DEL ISTMO DE PANAMA" has been crossed out in
red ink.
The 2c stamp on the card, Panama Scott number
180 and Canal Zone Scott number 10, was partially
lifted at the top left hand corner to see if any other
writing or another stamp was beneath it but nothing
was found..
Blue ink was used at the top of the map card to
mark out the order number F 389 and replace it with F
1518. At the bottom black ink was used to mark out the
denomination "2 CENTAVOS 2" and replace it with
"I/2 Centisimo de balboa 'A". Above the 2c stamp the
word "rose" was written in pencil.

CHRONOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION OF
WRITING ON THE CARD
There were only two slim links on the back of this
map to the 1888 printing. The first was what appears
to be "2c Colombia Stamp April 1888 C 184" which
had been erased and overwritten with "2c Panama
Stamp May 1904 - C 625". The second was the red
boarded label on the back of the card which appeared
to have had the identifier "Stamp C 184" written on
which was erased and replaced with "Stamp C 625".
The significance of the "C" number was that the
ABNCo added the letter "C" in front of the

BACK OF THE MAP CARD
It is difficult to clearly read what is on the back so
a full description with some explanation has to be
given. On the left of the card F 389 was written in red
ink and appeared to be in the same hand as the red F
389 on the front. It was also scratched out with blue ink
as the red F 389 had been on the front. On the right side
C - 625 was written in red. On the left at the bottom a
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had to be approved for the final plates. Perhaps then the
C stands for Chrome-hardened. Another possibility is
that proof impression has been "Certified" or approved
for production (3).

identification number of the final die-proof used in the
production of each unique stamp. Nowhere in the files
that I have seen do they stipulate what C stands for. In
one Panama production file from 1929 the ABNCo
used "Chrome-Hardened" as one of the procedures that
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searching for information on the Panama map stamps
printed in 1888 and as well as the other stamps in the
Christie's ABNCo sale (4). Even using this excellent
bibliography it was disappointing to find that nothing
could be found concerning the production of the 1888
Map stamps.

A black and white die proof of the 1888 2c stamp
showing the original number C - 184 is illustrated
below. The die proofs with C numbers were not part of
the original ABNCo. sale, but copies from what was
apparently an index book have recently been sold by
Brian Moorhouse. This copy is in the David Leeds
collection.

PANAMA MAP STAMPS PRINTED IN 1904
An announcement dated February 28, 1904.
published in the Panama Gaceta Oficial of March 2,
1904, requested bids for a printing of nine values, $ 1.
50c, 20c, 10c, 5c. 2c, lc, the 10c Registration, and the
5c Acknowledgment of Receipt. It required that the
printing be done by the ABNCo (5). This solicitation
is the only documentation that 1 have seen concerning
an order for ABNCo stamps in 1904.
There was no production file in the Christie's
auction for the 1904 stamps. Large die proofs exist but
they did not come from this auction. They have the C
numbers on them and are therefore from the dies used
to produce the final stamps. Fortunately the index cards
for these stamps were in Lot 568. The card for the 1c
green, Scott number 179 for Panama and Scott number
9 for the Canal Zone was part of order F 389 A similar
index card exists for several other stamps in this order
including the rose 2c which was Scott number 180 for
Panama and Scott number 10 for the Canal Zone. At
the top of this card, "Panama. Republic of', "Postage",
the order number "F 389", the date of printing,
"5/14/04", and the denomination, "2 cents" are typed.
In the middle of the card a 2c Panama stamp has
been pasted to the card. This is Scott number 180, with
SPECIMEN in dark blue and a security hole punched
in it. Next to it is a rose cut die proof with C-625 below
it in the same color and on the same paper.
On the index card it states that Seymour engraved
the border. His name is also on the back of the card
where "Seymour" is written across from the overwritten order number F 389.
The final die for this F 389 stamp was 0-62526400. and it was finished in May 1904. The rose 2c
and its green I c counterpart, C-624-26409. stamps
were sent to Panama but instead of being used to mark
the first anniversary of independence from Colombia,
November 3, 1903, some were first sold to the Canal
Zone. In the Canal Zone the map stamps were
overprinted CANAL ZONE by the Division of Map
Making. These were Canal Zone Scott numbers 10 and
9 respectively.
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As with most of the pre-19 15 Panama production
files there was no additional documentation in the
ABNCo. lot aside from notes written on the
photographs, essays and die proofs. A surprise source
of information was Lot 568 overlooked by almost
everyone except Dr. Helm, It contained most of the
ABNCo Index Copy cards (2). The cards for Scott 179
and 180 are illustrated on the previous page.
Index cards in Lot 568 and various die proofs do not
tell us which map had been used for the stamps printed
in 1888 and released from 1892 until 1895.
The index cards clarify some of the production
history of the seven stamps produced by the ABNCo
for "Panama, Dept.of Republic of Colombia" in 1888.
The Scott numbers are 15 through 21. Apparently the
F-number ordering system, for stamps produced by the
ABNCo.'s Foreign Division. was not in use at that time
but the ABNCo. assigned each die proof a unique C
number beginning with the lc stamp, Scott 15, 0-18326273, and finishing with the I Peso stamp, Scott 21,
C-188-26278.
The rose 2c stamp was C-184-26275. The index
card for this stamp identifies the print date as 4/13/88.
This C number and date matches that which was erased
on the map photo card in the production file.
C 0 PAPH1L s "Philatelic' Bibliography For
Colombia and Panama" proved indispensable in
77
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France was asked to arbitrate and made a decision.
However this decision did not seem to be acceptable as
in 1921 both countries came close to going to war over
a boundary dispute.
Perhaps these disputes are the reasons that these
stamps do not show any national boundaries even
though boundaries are clearly drawn on most maps. It
also appears that there was either a "rush" job to get
these stamps finished or a great deal of artistic freedom
was granted the designer. The location of the lines of
latitude and longitude on the finished map stamp do not
match those appearing an this map or on maps existing
in 1904 or later.
I was quite surprised when examining six different
maps of Panama printed between 1888 and 1914 to
find that all had slightly different boundaries, none of
which appeared to match the ones in Lot 514.
There are substantial records available (9) so there
is a good chance that this map will be found and a
production date established. There also remains the
chance that records from either the ABNCo or Panama
will be discovered that shed more light on the map
stamps of Panama.

PANAMA STAMPS PRINTED BY THE
HAMILTON BANK NOTE COMPANY IN 1906
Five of the 1906 series stamps produced by the
HBNCo have a corresponding stamp printed by the
ABNCo in 1908. These are the lc Balboa, 2c Cordoba.
2 1/2c Arms, 5c Arosemena, and the lOc Obaldia. The
vignettes of these portrait stamps are quite similar to
the photographs that the ABNCo used when it
produced its 1908 series. This similarity suggested that
the HBNCo had used the same photographs first
ibllowed two years later by the ABNCo.
Correspondence with Federico Brid modified this
assumption. Brid stated that P.H. Ward showed the
original drawings for the 11EINCo vignettes in an article
(6). Several of these appear to he identical to the
ABNCo photographs and could have come from the
same photographs. Brid believes that the HBNCo
material resides today in the National Postal Museum
in Washington, D.C. (7)
PANAMA MAP STAMP PRINTED IN 1908
The map card clearly documents that the rose 1/2c
stamp printed in 1948 was derived directly from the
Scott number 180 printed in 1904.
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THE PANAMA ItIC AND 13C MAP STAMPS
The reason for the listing of five values on the back
of the card remains a mystery. One possibility is that in
1904 or in 1908 Panama ordered the ABNCo. to
prepare to make the same basic map stamp in the
denominations of 1/2c, l c, 2c, 10c, and 13e. There
was no need for I 3c stamps in Panama during this time
so this could have been a mixed order with the intention
of selling some of these stamps to the Canal Zone.
A second possibility is that at a later date sonteone
at the ABNCo simply wrote the denominations of the
Republic of Panama map stamps that had already been
produced with this map as a model for the original
vignette.
For a good overview of the ordering process for the
I Oc and I 3c map stamps by the Canal Zone authorities
the collector should refer to the Canal Zone Slumps
hook by Plass. Brewster and Satz.
PRODUCTION DATE OF THE MAP
There is no copyright or publication date on the map
from Lot 514 so it has not been possible to be certain
that it was available for the ABNCo to use as a mode/
in 1888. A search of over 100 maps of Panama at the
Library of Congress did not turn up this map by
Bonnay & Co (8).
Both Colombia/Panama and Costa Rica disputed
their common boundary and in 1900 the President of
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who can help.
The information available on the Internet is also
remarkable. For those interested in the outcome of
CORINPHILA's Gebauer auction, the prices realized were
on their web site two days after the sale. I recently found
the web site of the Banco de la Republica,
www.banrep.gov .coffilaavirtualicoleccionfilati, that has a
virtual tour of some of the philatelic holdings in the Arango
Library. An English translation of the site is available. As
a result of art inquiry I also learned of two web sites that
may be of interest to members with modern postal history
interests - http://perso.club •internet.fr/pboulon/ and
http://www.upaep.com.uy/ . The former is a collector
developed site and the latter the official site of the Postal
Union of the Americas, Spain & Portugal.
Lastly, it is not too early to start thinking about
attending our biennial meeting at TEXPEX April 2-4 2004
in Dallas. The prospectus will be available shortly.
Debby Friedman rbreuer1(0 oycap.rr.com

The power of the Internet and its yet to be mined
potential is increasingly clear. Ebay has brought interesting
material into the marketplace. Recently, board member
David Zemer took the iniative and listed COPAPHIL
membership for sale as a "buy it now" item on Ebay. In the
first 24 hours four memberships were purchased,
presumably by persons who were unaware °four existence.
I welcome them as members and hope they will find
COPAPHIL beneficial to their collecting. In my March
column I asked for assistance with a web page. It is so
important for us to establish a presence not just for
recruitment but also as a service to members. Since nobody
has come forward and this is nut a skill I possess at present;
my son gave me a birthday present and set up our first
Internet presence. I thank him for his help and look
forward to adding additional con ten LOur webpage can now
e
d
a
t
b
f
o
u
n
http;//www.geoc it ies. com lh fbreuer I /copaph i I h tml The
ultimate goal is to have our own domain name and a more
developed site. I would appreciate hearing from anyone

THE EDITOR'S COLUMN
by Jim Cross
the two items that I really wanted from that s
consular service cover from Panama and one cm.
Colombia to Panama. Corinphila took a two page color ad
in the previous issue of the journal so that all our members
who collect Colombian airmail would be aware of it.
Gian Marco Caruso served as an apprentice judge at the
exhibit and in response to our request wrote his impressions
of the show which l have published.

This has been a very busy quarter For me. It began with
my trip to Panama. When I left my wife was suffering from
what her doctor believed was a fungus infection. It turned
out to be throat cancer. She is responding well to treatment
and her doctors are optimistic that the cancer will go into
remission.
Four members were kind enough to prepare articles for
this issue. Debby Friedman is far more knowledgeable
about Colombian airmail than I am and has prepared the
market report on the Gebauer sale. I was able to purchase

JIM CROSS

CLASSIFIED
Classified per line; one issue $.50, four issues $1.50.
Business cards; one issue $1.50, four issues $5.00.

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE. COPACARTA, Volumes I thru X; per volume U.S. $12.00, Canada $13.00, Foreign S1'
complete set volumes I - X U.S. $95.00, Canada $105.00, Other $125.00; Volumes XI thru XIX per volume U.S.
Canada 59.00, Other $1 1.00; complete set Volumes XI - XIX U.S. $50.00, Canada $57.00, Other $69.00. Postal History and
Postmarks of the Audiencia de Quito by George Maier – hard cover $33 soft cover $28 (add $2 for postage outside of the U.S.
or Canada). Prices include airmail postage. Send orders and checks payable to Robert A. D'Elia to COPAPHIL library Go 1290
Howard Ave. Suite 321, Burlingame CA 94010.
model
WANTED PANAMA: Mint sets and singles I 910-2002. Paying 40% to 60% of Scott prices. James Lewis, 5517 47'" Court East,
Bradenton FL 34204. Telephone (941-755-4268)

12/03
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111111111MINIS
I printed the cover shown above
from an auction site. but have
misplaced the notes indicating
where It was offered. This is the
first recorded use of the 1859

1

issue on cover in Panama.

Apparently 20c was charged for
postage from Colon to Panama.

Pi-mt.] for 179 WV], 1.95, 116

A

196 Composite
Engraved Model
196 4ar9Q DL Proof
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